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More metallics. More looks.
See the video at http://www.esteelauder.com/metallics
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THE METALLICS
NEW PURE COLOR

The cool sheen of metal. The liquid light of lacquer.
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AVAILABLE AT BERGDORF GOODMAN, SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, NEIMAN MARCUS AND LANCOME.COM

Inspired by nature, sublimated by science.
In 1973, the Georges Delbard nursery, inventor of some of the world’s most beautiful roses, created
the Lancôme Rose. Born out of a complex multi-hybridization which required the crossbreeding of
2,000 species, it was selected for its qualities of resilience, vivacity and adaptability.

Up to 2 million Lancôme Rose native cells
at the heart of each jar.

From the heart of the Lancôme rose, using a state-of-the-art biotechnological process, Lancôme
laboratories have extracted a line of unique rose native cells. With the precision of an artisan, a biologist
cultivates the native rose cells for over ten weeks, providing each cell with a gentle and unstressed
environment, that helps preserve its exceptional properties.

Ultimate Rejuvenating Elixir reveals a firmer,
more elastic and more radiant skin for fascinating skin beauty.
Its generous texture envelops the skin with a new sensoriality: it transforms and melts, releasing its
efficiency. Compact at first touch, it plays with surprising contrasts: rich yet evanescent, it absorbs
quickly and leaves a satiny veil behind.

The Lancôme rose miracle
now in an exceptional rejuvenating elixir.

ABSOLUE L’EXTRAIT
ULTIMATE REJUVENATING ELIXIR
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ON THE COVER  Photography by Josh Olins. 
Styling by Alastair McKimm. Dolce & Gabbana 
white lace and silk dress and Proenza Schouler 
belt. Beauty note: Idealist Even Skintone 
Illuminator, Matte Perfecting Primer, Invisible 
Fluid Makeup, Double-Wear Mineral Rich 
Loose Powder, Pure Color Eyeshadow in Wild 
Truffle, Lip Conditioner, all Estée Lauder. 

THIS PAGE  Photography by Ben Weller. 
Styling by Zara Zachrisson. From left: Lanvin 
coat, Ralph Lauren Blue Label turtleneck and 
Hermès clutch; Céline coat, top and skirt and 
Gianvito Rossi for Altuzarra boots (on both 
looks). For details see Sources, page 158.
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THe exchange.

85 PATTERN RECOGNITION
  The Design Library is the fashion and 

decorating worlds’ best-kept secret.
 By Marian McEvoy
 Photography by Mark Mahaney

88 SATURDAY GROUP FEVER
  The fashion marketing firm has found  

an expansive but nimble business model.
 By Zöe Wolff

90 THE BRANSON WAY
  Holly Branson emerges as the new face 

of the Virgin brand.
 By Joshua Levine
 Photography by Ambroise Tézenas

FROM LEFT Shelves filled with patterns 
at Hudson Valley’s Design Library; 
designer Isabel Marant at her company 
headquarters, in Paris.

96 THE BUSINESS OF BEING  
 NASTY GAL
 Sophia Amoruso turned an eBay store  
 into a $240 million company.
 By John Ortved

  THE RISE AND RUIN OF A 
MODERNIST MASTERPIECE

  How one of the most important 
Modernist houses—designed by Eileen 
Gray, with murals by Le Corbusier— 
was nearly destroyed.

 By Alastair Gordon
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GET WSJ. SATURDAY A Saturday-only subscription to The Wall Street Journal gives a weekly fix of smart style 
and culture. Includes OFF DUTY, a guide to your not-at-work life; REVIEW, the best in ideas, books and culture; 
and, of course, the monthly WSJ. Magazine. 1-888-681-9216 or www .subscribe.wsj.com/getweekend. Follow us on 
Twitter and Instagram @WSJMag.
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Fascinating Zip
Necklace, transformable into a bracelet,
coloured sapphires and diamonds.

Haute Joaillerie, place Vendôme since 1906

Visit our online boutique at www.vancleefarpels.com - 877-VAN-CLEEF

Unveiling of the redesigned
New York flagship

Winter 2013



CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT New York–based artist Andra Ursuta, whose work is included in the exhibition 
“The Encyclopedic Palace” at the 55th Venice Biennale; Countess Marta Marzotto at her home in Marrakech; San 
Francisco’s Saison offers the Bay Area’s most expensive meal, using rare ingredients and custom-designed plateware. 

Fall fashion issue

104  LUSH LIFE
   In the Brazilian wilds, a reclusive art 

collector has created a fantastical 
outdoor art museum.

  By Tony Perrottet
   Photography by Josh Olins 
  Styling by Alastair McKimm

124  MARRAKECH  
  TO THE MAX
   The restored riad of Countess  

Marta Marzotto reflects  
la dolce vita, Moroccan-style.

  By J.J. Martin
  Photography by Matthieu Salvaing

132  PORTRAITS OF THE  
  VENICE BIENNALE
   Artists, curators, gallerists and  

collectors of the world-famous art 
fair pose for the camera.

  Photography by Daniel Jackson

144  NAVAL ACADEMY
   If you buy one thing this season,  

make sure it’s a navy coat.
  Photography by Ben Weller
  Styling by Zara Zachrisson

148  THE CULT OF 
  ISABEL MARANT
   The fashion designer is taking  

her vision to the masses in  
a collaboration with H&M.

  By William Van Meter
  Photography by Angelo Pennetta

152  COLLECT IT David Webb
   The mid-century jeweler’s Twin Frog 

Bracelet remains one of the house’s 
top sellers.

  Photography by Ilan Rubin

154  FASHION’S MANE MAN
   Over the past three decades, hair  

stylist Guido Palau has created many 
of the industry’s iconic looks.

  By Harriet Quick
  Photography by Fabien Baron
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ROYAL OAK
DIAMOND SET
IN STEEL.

THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS
TO EVERY RULE.

AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUES. 646.375.0807
NEW YORK: 65 EAST 57TH STREET, NY. 888.214.6858
BAL HARBOUR: BAL HARBOUR SHOPS, FL. 866.595.9700
AUDEMARSPIGUET.COM

ROYAL OAK
DIAMOND SET 



W
HEN I WAS THINKING of locations for 
our fall women’s fashion story, I kept 
returning to Inhotim—an extraordi-
nary installation of contemporary art 

in southeastern Brazil. What better way to showcase 
the sculptural silhouettes and intricate detailing of 
the season’s showstopping looks than against a lush 
forest of indigenous eucalyptus and palm, in a set-
ting that features works by dozens of artists, such as 
Matthew Barney and Doug Aitken?

Our globe-trotting continued in Paris, home to the 
effortlessly chic Isabel Marant, the French designer 
whose singular brand practically kept indepen-
dent women’s boutiques afloat during the economic 
downturn, thanks to her obsessed customer base. 

Across the channel, we spend time with the founders 
of Saturday Group, fashion consultants who wear a 
dizzying array of creative hats. And earlier in the sum-
mer, photographer Daniel Jackson flew to Venice, Italy, 
to photograph the major players from this year’s art 
biennale. Then we went south, to Ulusaba, Sir Richard 
Branson’s private game reserve in South Africa to 
meet his daughter, Holly, a former medical doctor who 
has emerged, along with her brother, as a leading phi-
lanthropist and an heir-apparent to the Virgin empire. 

Back in upstate New York, we were amazed to dis-
cover a hidden treasure, courtesy of writer Marian 
McEvoy: The Design Library, a trove of millions of fab-
rics that serves as an endless source of inspiration for 
fashion and interior designers. And, finally, we let our 

hair down with Guido Palau, the legendary hair styl-
ist whose creativity is behind some of fashion’s most 
iconic moments. 

The world and its many treasures are a constant 
source of surprise and delight. We hope you find inspi-
ration—fashion or otherwise—in the pages of WSJ.  

editor’s let ter

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEJANDRO CARDENAS

WILD THINGS Anubis and Bast explore the art installations at Inhotim in Alexander McQueen.  
Chris Burden’s Beam Drop is in the background.

HIDDEN TREASURES

Kristina O’Neill   
k.oneill@wsj.com
Instagram: kristina_oneill
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Fall colour, a lavish feast for the senses, in sumptuous
jewel tones andmoltenmetallics, where no taste is too extravagant and no

behaviour beyond limits. Indulge in shades that dare you to resist.

maccosmetics.com/macindulge
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Capturing notable artists and patrons of the  
art world against the backdrop of Venice’s legendary 

Biennale exhibition was an incredible rush for the 
WSJ. team. Elisa Lipsky-Karasz, fashion news/features 

director, says, “The Biennale is nonstop—it’s like 
fashion week, but with water. From the minute you 

wake up, you are racing over bridges and across 
squares to try to see all the artwork—which is, of 

course, impossible.” Photographer Daniel Jackson 
agrees: “We were charging around Venice, trying to 

meet people.” The buzzy energy was palpable, as 
Jennifer Pastore, photo director, experienced 

firsthand with artist Maurizio Cattelan. “He walked in 
as this very self-contained guy,” Pastore says, “but as 

soon as we started shooting, he completely came alive. 
It was a whirlwind of Maurizio Cattelan, all before 
9 a.m.” The team shot much of the portfolio at the 

historic Palazzo Mocenigo, the private residence of 
Francesca Bortolotto Possati, the chairman of the 

Bauer hotel, the unofficial social headquarters of the 
Biennale. The 16th-century gothic-style residence  

was an apt choice for the shoot, as it has hosted  
some of the world’s most famous artists, poets and 

philosophers, including Lord Byron, who wrote  
much of his poetry in the garden of the Palazzo.

behind  
the scenes:  

venice  
biennale 

portraits of the artists and curators and 
gallerists and collectors  p. 132
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clockwise from top left: 
 the WSJ. team in 

venice; WSJ.’s Jennifer 
pastore, left, and elisa 

lipsky-karasz at the 
rudolf stingel exhibition 

at the palazzo Grassi; 
artist maurizio cattelan; 

photographer Daniel 
Jackson with his daughter.

Harriet quick & FaBieN BaroN   
fashion’s mane man  p. 154

The creative director Fabien Baron has known and worked with hairstylist Guido Palau for 
over 20 years. “His point of view is on the pulse of what’s going on today,” Baron says, who 

photographed his old friend for this issue. “That, mixed with his artistry, knowledge and 
savoir faire, makes him more than a hairstylist. He brings style and substance to imagery.” 

Writer Harriet Quick describes Palau’s influence on her formative years: “The early images 
he worked on with David Sims for The Face invited me into a new world of fashion—a 

world where ideas, individuality and spirit meant more than status symbols and polish.”

J.J. MartiN & MattHieu salvaiNg
marrakech to the max  p. 124

For WSJ. contributor J.J. Martin, Marta Marzotto’s larger-than-life personality made an indelible 
impression—just as the Italian countess has left her mark on her adopted home of Marrakech, Morocco. 

“She is absolutely the most power-fueled 82-year-old I’ve ever encountered,” says Martin (far left, with 
Marzotto). “Her energy is infectious. She had us going all over the place. Everyone knows her: Wherever 
we went they were rolling out the red carpet!” Photographer Matthieu Salvaing explains, “We showed up 
at a restaurant, and three seconds later they sent us belly dancers, exclusively for her. Marta wanted me 
to dance with them, so I did.” Martin adds, “It was hysterical. She was stuffing money into their outfits.” >
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behind  
the scenes:  
inhotim 
lush life  p. 104

clockwise from top left: 
photographer josh olins; 
model drake burnette 
surrounded by the crew; 
stylist alastair mckimm; 
inhotim’s adriana 
Varejão gallery.

ben weller & zara zachrisson
naval academy  p. 144

One of the fall season’s unforgettable takeaways—navy coats—was captured in chic, 
minimalist form by photographer Ben Weller and stylist Zara Zachrisson. Weller 

explains, “A key trend from the shows was the navy coat, and we wanted to show the 
best of them, with complementing silhouettes and strong shapes.” Of the shoot, set in a 

light and airy New York studio, Zachrisson says, “We just wanted to do a simple, calm 
story. To have two beautiful girls in amazing coats… it was a great day.” 

Marian Mcevoy & Mark Mahaney 
pattern recognition  p. 85

When writer Marian McEvoy set foot in the soaring, light-filled Hudson Valley headquarters of the 
Design Library, home to the largest repository of fabric designs in the world, she was overwhelmed  
by the volume of textiles waiting to be unearthed. “There were more than a thousand categories of 
prints, motifs and patterns,” she says. “I just didn’t know where to start. I was flummoxed, so I just dove 
in and looked through piles. It was sheer bliss.” Photographer Mark Mahaney is also a bit of a textile 
junkie. “I have a soft spot for vintage Japanese indigo fabrics,” he says. “There was one I really loved.  
It was embroidered, with green streaks. I was a little sad to say goodbye to it.” 

Trekking out to southeast Brazil to Bernardo Paz’s 
contemporary art compound, Inhotim, was no easy 
feat for author Tony Perrottet—or for WSJ.’s photo 
team, who were faced with shooting the fall’s most 
dramatic looks while navigating an outdoor art 
museum surrounded by lush rainforest. Scouting the 
expansive location with a golf cart, Creative Director 
Magnus Berger says of the experience, “It was a bit 
overwhelming at first; many of the works were literally 
deep in the jungle — it wasn’t as open as I would  
have expected.” Stylist Alastair McKimm agrees:  

“The challenge was to absorb the artworks and the 
grounds quickly in order to understand the best way  
to approach the story. But the location was inspiring.”  
To best utilize the impressive installations, Berger 
says, “The idea was to integrate the fashion into the 
environment and make the artwork a part of the image 
rather than photographing a model standing next to  
a sculpture.” Drake Burnette, 27-year-old model and 
up-and-coming actress (she starred in Larry Clark’s 
2012’s Marfa Girl), made it all the easier to bring the 
images to life. “Drake is a natural, she has a great 
character and was definitely up for the task,” says 
Berger. “The fact that she’s an actress definitely helps 
her to get into it. She brings a lot of personality to the 
images.” While he found it difficult to pick his favorite 
artwork, photographer Josh Olins says, “It had to be 
Matthew Barney’s De Lama Lamina; it was incredible.” 

All text by Raveena Parmar
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WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Perfection.

MARTHA 
STEWART

“My father was a perfec-
tionist—he was way, way 
worse than I am—and 
he taught us the quest 
for perfection, with any 
task. If I was laying a 
cobblestone path for him 
in the garden, it had to 
be lined up straight with 
a string; the stones had 
to have the exact same 
amount of space between 
them. He’d look at it as, 
how could you lay the 
path so that it would 
last forever? I consider 
myself a teacher, and I 
think teachers should 
strive to be perfection-
ists, in terms of attention 
to detail and showing 
the best way possible 
to do something. I don’t 
expect the consumer to 
do everything we show 
them, but if we show 
them the right way, 
then they can. There are 
plenty of very success-
ful people who aren’t 
perfectionists, but then 
look at the people who 
are—like Steve Jobs. He 
was an incredible perfec-
tionist, and his striving 
for perfection honored 
what he envisioned. To 
me, that’s amazing.”

Stewart is the founder and 
chairman of Martha Stewart 
Living Omnimedia, Inc.

“Perfectionists don’t 
consider themselves 
perfectionists. We just 
strive to make things 
better—and they can 
always be better. It’s kind 
of sad when you think 
about it. At the same 
time, I don’t think you 
can embrace imperfec-
tion because then you’re 
defeated. In my head, 
all of my characters are 
perfect. I have my idea of 
the story, and then there 
are the actors, with their 
interpretations. Later, 
you sit in the editing 
room, and it’s like a piece 
of clay. You carve at it 
until you’ve cut it down 
to the essential elements 
of the story. Eventually, 
the producers say, ‘Okay, 
it’s time to get out, we 
don’t have any more 
money.’ By the time I 
leave, I go, wow, that’s 
not what I thought it was 
going to be. It’s beautiful, 
but it’s not what was in 
my head. To know if I  
got it, I watch people 
react. If they’re crying 
or laughing, if they are 
appalled, if I’ve hit the 
buttons of emotion in  
a deep way, then I know 
I’ve done my job.”

LEE  
DANIELS

Daniels is a producer and  
director whose new film,  
The Butler, is out now.

“When I was a kid, I 
hated having a beauty 
mark. My sisters called it 
an ugly mark. I got teased 
about it. When I started 
modeling, some people 
would even retouch it 
out of the photograph.  
But without it, I’m not 
sure I would have stood 
out in the same way. Our 
imperfections make us 
who we are. And in my 
case being memorable 
was more important 
than being perfect. On 
photo shoots, I never 
think about trying to be 
perfect. I’m trying to tell 
a story. It might not be 
perfection we’re after—it 
might even be slightly 
harsh or ugly or brazen. 
I once did a shoot with 
Helmut Newton in Monte 
Carlo for Vogue: big hair, 
red lipstick, high heels, 
a blindfolded string 
quartet. It was weird, 
but it felt perfect — it 
was perfectly Helmut. 
On another shoot—a 
cover by Herb Ritts 
for an Italian women’s 
magazine—I thought, 
That’s the way I want to 
look when I wake up in 
the morning. That’s the 
best Cindy. That’s the 
girl, the fantasy version 
of my natural self.”

CINDY
CRAWFORD

Crawford is a supermodel, 
businesswoman and 
philanthropist.

soapbox

THE COLUMNISTS

Franzen’s next book, The Kraus 
Project, is out in October.

JONATHAN 
FRANZEN

“Fiction is a sloppy 
form—perfection  
is beyond us. For Karl 
Kraus, the Viennese 
author I write about in 
my new book, perfec-
tionism was related to 
notions of moral purity.  
He had mystical ideas 
about language, a spiri-
tual feel for its primacy. 
When he says that being 
a writer means spending 
all morning deciding  
to take out a comma,  
and then going back after 
lunch and putting it back, 
I certainly know that side 
of it. But I don’t think 
a novelist can afford 
to be wound so tightly.  
Paula Fox’s Desperate 
Characters is as close 
to perfect as you can 
come, and I would argue 
that it’s aware of this 
and kind of blows itself 
up at the end because 
it’s so sick of trying to 
be perfect. Part of the 
near perfection of The 
Great Gatsby is that it 
feels relaxed and almost 
tossed off. Fitzgerald 
had a great ear, he heard 
the way people spoke, 
and he knew when to not 
overdo it. My own ear for 
overwriting has to do 
with my phobia of it.  
At this point, I would 
rather underwrite.”

Pawson is a designer  
and architect.

JOHN 
PAWSON

“I love perfect things. 
To me, it seems every-
thing Mies van der 
Rohe did was perfect. 
The recognition of that 
quality is an emotional 
thing. When you walk 
in, you feel the light, 
the proportions and 
the materials working 
together to make a very 
special atmosphere. It’s 
a visceral quality—hard 
to characterize, but 
absolutely unmistak-
able. Minimalism for me 
is really an attempt to 
get clarity. But it’s a very 
fine line: Take away too 
much, and then you have 
nothing. If a building 
is clear, you have more 
natural light, but the flip 
side is that exposes any 
sort of imperfections. 
At the beginning of a 
project for a new monas-
tery we did in the Czech 
Republic, I remember 
saying to the monks 
that I wanted to try and 
get everything perfect. 
Normally if you speak to 
a client and say, ‘I want 
to get it perfect,’ they 
think that’s marvelous. 
But the monks said that 
perfection is for God and 
not for man. Building 
isn’t a precise business. 
It’s human.”

“Ballet is all about the 
pursuit of perfection—
it’s the driving force 
behind the art. Dancers 
are famous for having 
incredible discipline, and 
if you’re pursuing per-
fection it’s going to take 
on an obsessive quality. 
You spend hours every 
day training, working 
on your body, and still, 
perfection is elusive. 
But too much perfec-
tion can be boring—it 
doesn’t feel as soulful 
or as passionate. It can 
also be kind of cold. It’s 
exciting when you watch 
a performer, and you’re 
not sure what’s going 
to happen. They have 
explosive energy when 
they’re going for it; you 
think they’re going to 
hit their turn, but you’re 
not sure. I danced with 
the New York City Ballet, 
so I came up through 
the Balanchine system, 
where we were always 
taught it was better 
to try really hard. You 
might fall when you have 
that much energy, but it’s 
exciting for the audience 
when you’re giving it 
everything. To have a 
truly great performance, 
you have to be able to let 
yourself go on that level.”

MARY HELEN 
BOWERS

Bowers is the founder 
of the exercise program  
Ballet Beautiful. 
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Born from the healing
powers of the sea,

Crème de la Mer is infused
with the precious

Miracle Broth.™

Carefully crafted from
nutrient-rich sea kelp,

it immerses skin in moisture
and energy. Radiance is

restored, fine lines fade, skin
looks softer, firmer, virtually

ageless. Even the driest
complexions are healed.

SEATOSKIN
adaily transformation

Today, tomorrow, for a lifetime
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pieces to prize

photography by anthony cotsifas
set design by michael reynolds

Each season, a few items go down the runways and catch  
everyone’s attention for their combination of audacity and sheer beauty.  

Here, artistically captured, are the top five for fall.

1. THe balenciaga braceleT    
In the case of this golden ribbon, the wrapping is the present. 
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2. THe prada sHoe   
A modern take on a ’40s silhouette makes these the perfect pinup.
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Introducing OVM, a bio-matrix technology that harnesses the
power of eggshell membrane to provide unparalleled anti-aging results

that deliver vitality and nourishment for youthful-looking skin.

Available at QVC

100million years
in the making.
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3. THe fendi sweaTer    
Boldly striped mink adds a luxurious layer to the usual winter woolens.
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4. THe l anvin neckl ace    
The newest emoticon: feelings spelled out in gold script.
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5. THe cÉline bag    
This sleek, chic tote is flexible enough to fold into any outfit.
For details see Sources, page 158.
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E
VEN COMPARED TO today’s adolescent Internet 
entrepreneurs, Brooke Garber Neidich started 
working at a precociously young age. At 6, she 
was helping out in her father’s jewelry store in 

Chicago’s diamond district every Saturday morning. 
“I loved it,” she says. “I was allowed to wipe the show-
cases with Windex, and later I could put the watches 
out, because they went in a straight line, unlike the 
jewelry displays.” By 16 she was traveling regularly to 
Milan and Basel to consult on the modern European-
influenced designs and top-quality gems that made her 

late father, Sidney Garber, a go-to jeweler for the Windy 
City’s elite. So it’s fitting that after years of dedicating 
herself to the Whitney Museum, where the New York 
transplant is cochairman, and working on children’s 
mental health issues at the Child Mind Institute, which 
she cofounded, the 63-year-old Neidich has returned 
her focus to the family business. 

“‘There’s no reason not to buy the best,’” she 
remembers her father telling her, an adage she’s invok-
ing as a guiding principle in the reinvigoration of the 
jewelry company, still called Sidney Garber. She is 

focusing the collection on the pieces she always loved, 
like chunky gold cuffs—made of a flexible ridged band 
called tubogas for its resemblance to a gas pipe—
white-gold serpent bracelets with ruby eyes and 
21-strand diamond bracelets. She’s also introducing 
her own innovations, like decadent lariats of black 
diamonds and bracelets of aquamarines surrounded 
by white and brown diamonds. Among her fans are 
businesswomen as shrewd as she is: Mary-Kate and 
Ashley Olsen, whom Neidich met through her restaura-
teur son, Jon. The twin actresses–turned–designers 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KATHERINE WOLKOFF

THE JEWELER’S DAUGHTER
New York philanthropist and art-world heavyweight Brooke Garber Neidich is reviving her family’s 

storied jewelry brand—and giving every penny she earns from the sales to charity.

FINE FIGURES 
Neidich in her Upper 
East Side apartment 
behind a sculpture 
by Rebecca Warren, 
wearing her own 
Azzedine Alaïa  
dress and jewelry  
she designed.

>

LONGCHAMP.COM
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OBJECT LESSON
Paris’s biannual design fair 
and industry trend forecaster, 
Maison & Objet, showcases 
home collection wares this 

September 6–10. Top talents 
like Joseph Dirand and Orla 

Kiely (whose geometric 
console is shown above) are 
among the 3,000 exhibitors. 

maison-object.com 

founded their high-end fashion line, The Row, in 2006 when they 
were merely 20 years old. For their fall 2013 runway show, they 
sent models down the runway wearing Sidney Garber diamond 
dove brooches.

“Within 10 minutes we were talking about the problems of 
manufacturing,” she says of their first meeting during the sum-
mer of 2010 at Neidich’s Hamptons vacation house. (When not 
there, the mother of three divides her time between a classic 
Upper East Side apartment and an art-filled West Village aerie 
with her husband, real estate investor Daniel Neidich.) “Every 
time I’m with them, I learn something,” she says. Beyond business 
acumen, the three women all share a love of deceptively effort-
less design. In 2011, when the Olsens launched their handbags at  
New York’s Barneys flagship with a party, they wore Sidney 
Garber jewelry borrowed from Neidich. The next day Neidich got 
a call from the Madison Avenue retailer, whose jewelry cases are 
considered precious turf for designers. 

Still, an instant fan base doesn’t translate into a catalogue of 
ready-to-sell pieces. Having never marketed anything outside of 
the family store, “I had no idea how to wholesale,” says Neidich. 
So she called her old friend, retail legend and J. Crew CEO Mickey 
Drexler, for advice. “He just said, ‘Do it! You’ll figure it out.’ ” 

That she did: Her first sale at Barneys, in November 2011, was 
a $90,000 bracelet. (A graphite steel cuff, meanwhile, retails for 
$1,700.) And with the help of Mario Grauso, former president of 
Vera Wang and the Puig Fashion Group, she is now revamping the 
brand from top to bottom—excepting the two saleswomen who 
have worked for the business for the past 18 and 30 years, respec-
tively. The Sidney Garber boutique—now around the corner from 
Chicago’s Magnificent Mile—is undergoing a major renovation 
by A + I architecture, whose clients also include Carolina Herrera 
and Giorgio Armani, and is set to reopen early next year. A New 
York store is slated to follow suit. 

Still, unlike retailers who merely have the bottom line in 
mind, Neidich has a different driver to succeed: She is giving 
away all Sidney Garber proceeds to the Whitney Museum and 
the Child Mind Institute. “When I couldn’t donate the amount 
of money I wanted to, it was making me crazy,” says Neidich of 
the lean years immediately following her father’s death. “I had 
to reorganize so I could have profits and give everything away.”  
—Elisa Lipsky-Karasz

Already home to such out-of-place 

wonders as an indoor ski slope, Dubai is 

set to welcome its latest luxury import 

this month in the form of the region’s 

first hotel from Thai hospitality group 

Anantara. The resort and spa will 

comprise 293 rooms and villas on the 

Palm Jumeirah, a man-made island in 

the gulf. Thailand’s famous tuk-tuks are 

on call to whisk you about the beach-

front property while a private hammam 

suite completes the sensation of total 

transport. —Megan Conway 

hot property 

THAI IN DUBAI

GOLD STANDARD Clockwise from top 
left: Gold cuff; Ashley and Mary-Kate Olsen 
in 2012, wearing Sidney Garber jewelry; 
diamond feather earrings; a selection  
of Sidney Garber jewelry; Neidich with  
Jeff Koons at a Whitney gala; serpentine 
ring. For details see Sources, page 158. 
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The long-dormant brand of late 1930s surrealist fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli 
is experiencing a revival, thanks to Tod’s CEO and president Diego Della Valle, who 
engaged couturier Christian Lacroix to create a collection that riffs on her exuberant 

oeuvre. Lacroix says the 18 looks he produced (including the one he sketched 
above) are “an homage to her quintessence: neat clothes with operatic details”—like 
dramatic shocks of pink and green mixed with delicate feather bodices and Lesage 

embroidery. Now housed at Schiaparelli’s former atelier at 21 Place Vendôme, where 
Lacroix spent a month working on the pieces, the clothes were displayed in July 

for only three days at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, in one of couture week’s 
most talked-about events. Says Lacroix, “This collection is faithful to her heritage.” 

THE INSPIRATION 

QUELLE HOMAGE

BESPOKE BLING
Gem gurus from the house of 

Harry Winston have launched the 
Ultimate Bridal Collection, a bespoke 
service that lets clients team up with a 

specialist jeweler to custom-create their 
own unique diamond engagement ring. 

Available at Harry Winston salons.

BRIGHT STARS
Hollywood descends on Broadway this 

fall for a host of unusually high-wattage 
performances, cementing the mania 

for big-name stage productions—and 
ticket sales that soar as a result. 

� ELIZABETH
OLSEN plays the 
doomed heroine in 
an off-Broadway 
production of Romeo 
and Juliet at star-
powered Classic 
Stage Company. 

� RACHEL WEISZ
& DANIEL CRAIG
take the spotlight as 
the troubled 
couple at the center 
of Harold Pinter’s 
Betrayal, directed 
by Mike Nichols. 

� MARY-LOUISE
PARKER already
has a Tony (and an 
Emmy and two Golden 
Globes). She’ll star 
as a widowed matri-
arch in newcomer 
Sharr White’s 
The Snow Geese.

� ORLANDO 
BLOOM makes his 
Broadway debut as 
Romeo in a modern 
staging of the 
Shakespeare tragedy. 
Wherefore art thou, 
Legolas? 
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� ZACHARY QUINTO
exchanges his Spock 
ears for a Southern 
drawl as he takes on 
the role of Tom in a 
new production of 
Tennessee Williams’s 
The Glass Menagerie.
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SAILOR’S DELIGHT
Boatbound, a new peer-to-peer boat-
renting service, makes it easy to scud the 
waves without bottoming out the bank. 
The Airbnb-modeled website allows 
members to rent out a variety of vessels, 
like a $2,000/day 34-foot yacht in 
Jamestown, RI, or a $350/day 19-foot 
Sea Ray Bowrider in Kirkland, WA, 
that’s ideal for tubing. boatbound.com
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COURSE 3 
The smoked white sturgeon caviar is 
layered with flavors like Dungeness  

crab and ember-roasted yams. Saison’s 
knives can cost $12,000 apiece. 

COURSE 8 
Skenes pays a diver-forager to supply Saison 

with seaweeds, while the abalone liver 
sourced to accompany the coastal succulents 

and rice stew can exceed $30 per pound.

COURSE 11 
Made from its grilled bones, the sablefish 

sauce takes hours to prepare, while the 
Swarnadwipa spice blend is inspired by an 

800-year-old Indonesian recipe. 

COURSE 16 
The raspberry marshmallow sorbet with Meyer 
lemon curd is served in a bowl that costs about 

$560—one of 16 by award-winning Japanese 
potter Yoshiyuki Shimizu that Saison owns.  

COURSE 13 
Skenes has been perfecting this dish for 

three years. Coffee-infused olive oil coats a 
savory duck liver toffee smothered with raw 

milk jelly and dark whipped beer nog.

COURSE 18 
The restaurant’s oven burns about half a 

cord of almond wood from a North Carolina 
farm per week to bake dishes like Bordeaux 
canelé with dark plantation rum and citrus.  

why does it cost so much?

PAR FOR THE COURSE
Chef Joshua Skenes clocks in grueling 17-hour days producing 18 or  

more courses for San Francisco’s most expensive meal: the $248 
tasting menu at Michelin-starred Saison. Even so, with rare ingredients 

both foraged locally and shipped in from abroad, a crew of 24 and  
a nightly seating of about 30 people, the restaurant just breaks even.  

In 1966, the late American architect and designer Warren Platner 

created an eight-part collection of sculptural chairs, stools and 

tables for Knoll, the company famous for its mid-century workplace 

furnishings. Thanks in part to the excitement surrounding Knoll’s 

75th anniversary this year, demand for the designs—which con-

vey both delicacy and sturdiness through their moiré-effect steel 

wires—is reaching new heights. For starters, the designer Nicolas 

Ghesquière, while at Balenciaga, used 350 of the Knoll-Platner 

stools for seating at his fall runway show in Paris last year. And in 

2014, interest in Platner is set to ramp up even further, when his 

’70s Sea Containers House on the Thames reopens as a Mondrian 

hotel designed by Tom Dixon. Platner’s iconic chair (pictured 

above) is available in polished nickel or metallic bronze finishes in  

a variety of colors for $5,093 at knoll.com. —Alicia Kirby

fl ashback 
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BY ALICIA KIRBY

WORTH THE TRIP

MARYLEBONE, IF YOU PLEASE
The central London enclave is experiencing a surge of fashionable openings, from designer boutiques 

to a high-end burger joint (not to mention the imminent arrival of an André Balazs hotel), all 
centered around the thoroughfare of Chiltern Street—but it’s how these destinations 

thrive alongside the neighborhood’s centuries-old institutions that make 
it the perfect place to spend the afternoon. 

The Lockhart
Flavors from Texas, New Mexico and Louisiana come 

together in dishes such as crab hush puppies with 
Cajun dipping sauce and a punchy lobster, Mexican 

chorizo and crayfish bouillabaisse at the latest buzzy 
American-themed restaurant.

22 Seymour Place, +44 20 3011 5400

Cire Trudon
This historic French candlemaker was the official 

supplier to the French royal court. At its first 
standalone store outside of Paris, choose from pillar 

candles, votives and sprays scented in everything 
from cologne from the time of Napolean III to the 

wax floors of Versailles. 
36 Chiltern St., +44 20 7486 7590

Mouki
Opened in May, this stylish store was founded 

by fashion agent Maria Lemos and designed 
by Pentagram’s William Russell. Its mazelike

basement houses clothing brands such as 45RPM 
from Japan, Edeline Lee and Wendy Nichol. 

29 Chiltern St., +44 20 7224 4010 

Slabs London
The latest restaurant to pander to London’s 

burger craze, this eatery also serves 
seafood—all on namesake marble slabs. 

19 New Cavendish St., +44 20 7486 2131 

Trunk Labs
Owned by Mats Klingberg, this sister shop to 

menswear store Trunk Clothiers opened in June. 
Selling gifts and accessories, browse Rimowa 

luggage, Ichizawa Shinzaburo Hanpu bags from 
Kyoto, glassware and chopsticks by Osaka-based 

Graf and notebooks by the Lebanese company 
Choux à la Crème. 

134 Chiltern St., +44 20 7486 2357

Rococo Chocolates
Recently relocated from its former high-street 

home, this chocolatier sells exotically packaged 
artisanal bars in a tantalizing array of flavors, like 

earl grey, rose milk and chocolate with sea salt.
3 Moxon St., +44 20 7935 7780

For details see Sources, page 158. C
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Clockwise from top left: Chopard Happy 
Sport in stainless steel; Bulgari Berries 
with mother-of-pearl dial; Graff watch  

with diamond bezel and satin strap;  
Harry Winston Avenue Classic in white 

gold; Chanel Fine Jewelry Fil de Camelia  
watch in white gold and diamonds;  

Bedat & Co.’s Extravaganza collection  
with rose gold and diamond buckle.  
For details see Sources, page 158.

The evening watch: a versatile 
accessory that marries 

after-dark elegance with 
daytime utilitarianism. This 

season’s finest examples 
showcase precision cuts and 
quality stones like sapphires, 

emeralds and pavé diamonds. 
With slim black satin, leather 

or jeweled bands, these 
wearable takes on decadence 

look equally sophisticated 
with a blouse or a ball gown.  

—Sarah Elizabeth Tooker

night time

Curate your coffee table with books dedicated to the art of high fashion.

Buy the Book  

 chic reads
1 GIAMBATTISTA VALLI by Giambattista Valli  Over the last eight 
years, Roman fashion designer Valli has emerged as one of the 
most influential figures in the industry. His first book is a richly 
illustrated look at both his creative process and the intricacy of  
his craft. Luminaries such as Lee Radziwill and Hamish Bowles also 
share their perspectives on the designer’s body of work.
2 THE ANATOMY OF FASHION: wHY wE drESS THE wAY wE dO  
by Colin Mcdowell  An all-encompassing treatise on what we wear  
and why. From head to toe, virtually every existing and past 
iteration of apparel—from headwear and jewelry to pantalets  
and pantyhose—is broken down in stitches-and-all detail.
3 JEAN PATOU: A FASHIONABLE LIFE by Emmanuelle Polle  A com-
pendium of never-before-seen archival photos and sketches from 
the illustrious French designer and perfumier whose heyday was 
the ’20s and ’30s. Patou designed for royals as well as Americans, 
including Zelda Fitzgerald.
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Once the exclusive provenance of salons and high-end 
department stores, prestige beauty products 

are moving into a wholesale warehouse near you. 

THE BEAUT Y OF

MASS APPEAL

I
T WAS THE FIRST TIME I remember seeing a 
high-end line being distributed to the masses,” 
Orlando Pita recalls of his introduction to 
legendary hairstylist Vidal Sassoon’s profes-

sional-grade products—a retail revolution when 
they launched in drugstores in the 1970s. “I’d always 
thought, I want to do that.” An editorial coiffing star 
and Vogue regular who serves backstage duty at 
fashion shows for brands like Oscar de la Renta and 
Giambattista Valli, Pita got his chance to do just that 
in May when his Argan Haircare Collection launched 
at... wait for it... Costco.

The so-called “Costco Craze,” as coined by 
CNBC last year, relies on a combination of “trig-
gers”—pounds and pounds of steak, supersized 
bottles of Advil, bulk rolls of toilet paper—and what 
the company refers to as “treasures,” like designer 
handbags, wedding dresses and fine jewelry. As part 
of the members-only wholesale giant’s new Beauty’s 
Most Wanted (BMW) program, Pita’s Argan Gloss 
Shampoo, Conditioning Treatment and Rejuvenating 
Hair Treatment Oil were released at a discounted 
rate. Pita’s product trio was sold as a set for $45 on 
his own website, whereas it was offered at a special 
rate of $16.99 for Costco members, a consumer base 
that’s 64-million strong. 

“I thought, This is a real opportunity for the 
beauty industry,” remembers Hatch Beauty Cofounder 
and Creative Director Ben Bennett, whose vertically 
integrated branding agency was retained by Cosco to 
lay the groundwork for BMW. Bennett loosely based 
the program on the success retailers like Target and 

BIO LUMINESCENCE
Billion-year-old ocean organisms that thrive in the harshest environments, 
algae are having a moment in the beauty spotlight. Each of these new products 
harnesses the photosynthetic wonders (in red, green or micro-varieties) for 
their cutting-edge formulations to hydrate, brighten and smooth skin. 

From left: Algenist Advanced Anti-Aging Repairing Oil; REN Clean Skincare Bio Retinoid 
Anti-Aging Cream; Votre Vu Les Sorbet Advanced Ice Care; POE Mandarin Marine Moisture 
Mask; Lancôme DreamTone Ultimate Dark Spot Corrector; Tatcha Gold Camellia Beauty Oil. 
For details see Sources, page 158.

J. Crew have had collaborating with style makers, 
and it also includes lower-priced capsule collec-
tions from celebrity nail stylist Jenna Hipp, makeup 
artist Pati Dubroff and Los Angeles dermatologist 
Dr. Jessica Wu. “The landscape of retail is changing,” 
Bennett continues. “Brands are needing to reach out 
and make contact with a broad customer base, and 
they’re having to be more creative on how to do it. If 
you look at HSN and QVC, it’s happening there too.” 

Some would argue that it started there. “It was 
a combination of us seeking brands out and brands 
seeking us out,” says Doug Howe, QVC executive vice 
president of merchandising, planning and sales, on 
the home shopping channel’s 10-plus years as an 
increasingly powerful purveyor of prestige products. 
Howe explains that what QVC offers its vendors is the 
chance to tell their own compelling brand stories, 
while inviting customer interaction. “That’s very 
impactful,” he says. Just ask Denny Downs, vice 
president of global marketing at cosmetics brand 
Smashbox, which began selling on QVC in 1999. 
“Pretty quickly after that we were at Sephora. I think 
QVC is really what put Smashbox on the map with 
beauty consumers”—as well as bigger brands. Estée 
Lauder bought the company in 2010.

Costco and QVC aren’t the only ones getting 
in on the “mass-tige” action. Since unveiling the 
concept in 2009, Duane Reade and Walgreen’s Look 
Boutiques have been steadily stocking brands like 
French pharmacy staple Nuxe, Boots No. 7 and, most 
recently, Julie Macklowe’s vbeauté. Even web behe-
moth Amazon unveiled a men’s prestige grooming 

store in May in partnership with brands like Ahava 
and Baxter of California, with editorial content from 
Men’s Fitness and a glossy redesign. 

As prestige beauty brands grapple over whether or 
not to embrace the myriad point-of-sale options that 
come with these newly opened distribution channels, 
the trend is a win-win for consumers. “There is a gap 
to fill,” says Pita. “I don’t want to pay $60 or $70 for a 
[good] shampoo. And I know a lot of people who don’t 
want to pay that either.” —Celia Ellenberg

ILLUSTRATION BY ANTHONY ZINONOS
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IMAGINE A VIDEO GAME where 
your objective is simply to reach 
a distant mountaintop. Your 
partner, who looks just like you, 
is controlled not by a computer 
but by a stranger that the game 
has paired you with at random—
someone playing at the same time 
on an Internet-connected console. 
To overcome language barriers, 
you communicate by emitting 
musical chirps. And rather than 
shoot each other, you are encour-
aged to collaborate. 

“Most people think online gam-
ers are jerks, but there is good 
and bad in every human being,” 
says Jenova Chen, cofounder 
of thatgamecompany, which 
released the cooperation-friendly game, called 
“Journey,” for Sony PlayStation 3 last year. “We tried 
to create a game that makes people trust each other 
and like each other.” The PlayStation Network’s fast-
est-selling exclusive title, “Journey” is part of a small 
but growing segment of the gaming industry that’s 
trying to lure big audiences—and investors—with 
game-play that’s more nuanced than adrenaline-fueled 
shoot-’em-ups. 

Jane McGonigal, an influential game designer and 
author of Reality Is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better 
and How They Can Change the World, refers to this 
category as “pro social” games. “They make you more 
friendly, more cooperative and likeable,” she says. “And 
they affect how we feel about the people we play with.” 

Chen is currently working on his company’s next 
ambitious game, which will not be exclusive to Sony’s 
game consoles. While “Journey” sought to connect 
strangers, the new as-yet-untitled game seeks to 

strengthen bonds within families. “A lot of parents tell 
me that video games create a distance between them 
and their kids,” he says. Leveraging the company’s 
expertise in creating easy-to-play yet engaging games, 
the company’s next title will be one that different gen-
erations can play together. “You go to Disneyland, you 
remember it for the rest of your life,” says Chen, who 
hopes to create the video-game equivalent of that kind 
of pilgrimage. 

For his work to have the biggest possible social 
impact, creating another hit—financial as well as artis-
tic—is essential: Chen wants to prove to investors that 
games like “Journey” can succeed. “Most game compa-
nies are trying to figure out how to get people addicted 
or to get them to spend as much money as possible,” 
says Chen, who’s currently seeking a second round of 
venture capital funding. “Money needs to start flowing 
into games that are an emotional experience, then the 
industry will change.” —Michael Hsu
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From left: Stella McCartney; Oscar de la Renta; Max Mara; 
Dior; Michael Kors; and Bottega Veneta. 

When it comes to shopping for autumn 
outerwear, it takes a certain amount of sartorial 
courage not to buy black. This season’s runways 
offered a spectrum of voluminous, shape-
shifting wraps and jackets in saturated hues—
like opera red, goldenrod yellow and royal 
blue—as tantalizing alternatives to neutral tones. 
The perfect way to brighten up any forecast.

THE SHIF T 

FEEL-GOOD GAMING  

Little-known fact: Visitors to 

Florence’s Uffizi Gallery can view paint-

ings by Italian fashion designer Roberto 

Cavalli’s artist grandfather, Giuseppe 

Rossi. For his latest collection, the 

designer taps into his familial love of 

brushwork. Hand-painted flora and 

fauna—inspired by European masters 

like Rubens and Caravaggio—bloom 

in a riot of reds, blues and gold on 

everything from bags to sharply cut tux-

edos. Each accessory, like the Hera bag 

(above, with a silk swatch), requires up 

to 15 hours of labor by a skilled crafts-

person to complete. 

For details see Sources, page 158.

MASTER CLASS

ON TREND

CHROMA THERAPY

QUEST LOVE
“Journey” 
players must 
cooperate with 
strangers. 
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tableaux vivant clockwise from above: 
Harumi serving afternoon tea to her parents 

at their home in switzerland, 1998; the king of 
cats, 1935; balthus and his cat mitsou at home 

in 1999; Young girl at the window, 1955. 

girl, interpreted  
left: a photograph 
taken by Henri cartier-
bresson of balthus at 
home with Harumi, 
then in her late teens,  
in 1990. below: 
balthus’s painting  
thérèse, 1938. 

This September, when the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York hangs some 35 of the most accomplished paintings by the late 
Balthasar Klossowski de Rola, known as Balthus, it will be the first 
time in 30 years that the French artist’s work has been exhibited by 
an American institution. Concentrating on canvases spanning the 
mid-1930s to the ’50s, the show, running through mid-January,  
will offer a captivating series of portraits of three of Balthus’s 
favorite models: his nymphet niece, Frédérique Tison; his adolescent 
neighbor, Thérèse Blanchard; and Mitsou, his cat. In fact, the feline 
will have his own section of the aptly titled “Balthus: Cats and Girls—
Paintings and Provocations,” featuring the youthful ink drawings 
that comprised his 1921 book, Mitsou, published by the poet Rainer 
Maria Rilke. “We always had cats in the house,” recalls Balthus’s 
daughter, Harumi Klossowska de Rola, who took time from current 
projects, including designing jewelry for the Swiss house of Chopard, 
to reminisce here about her father and his artistic proclivities.  
“I gave him his last cat,” she says of Balthus, who died in 2001,  
at age 92. “It was also called Mitsou, after the original Mitsou.” 

“Painting was almost like a prayer for my father. Before he began a 
painting, he prayed to get rid of his ego and to become only a mediator 
between the painting and the universe. His studio was across from the 
main house, in what used to be a barn. If he didn’t go to his studio it 
was because he was sick—that was the only reason. Otherwise it was 
every day from 9 to 5, even lunch was in the studio. He would come 
home at teatime, which was something he always maintained. It was 
important for him to have everything a certain way. It was like a ritual.

“My whole childhood I listened to my parents speaking about 
colors and about paintings—all the Italians and the Italian frescoes 
my father really admired. [Harumi’s mother is the Japanese painter 
Setsuko Ideta, Balthus’s second wife.] We had great conversations 
about books that I was reading or cartoons that he would see with 
me. Our library was full of books. Some of them were almost broken 
because my father looked at them so much, and when I saw that, it 
made complete sense—all his work and all his research.

“But for the most part, I just saw him as my father—not an artist. The 
notion of him as a painter came much later in my life. It took me time 
to understand his painting because we never really spoke about it. My 
father was not someone who would explain anything. It was up to peo-
ple to really discover his work. I remember as a little girl I saw a painting 
of his, and I thought it was so strange how my father had painted it, that 
it was so flat. And my father never answered me; he just laughed. 

“He would say very strong things about contemporary art—that 
he was the last real painter—and I think that was in reaction to the 
time we are living in now, which he considered limited. He thought 
you should know what’s been done before, to have respect for all 
masters, to know how to make your own colors, and he frequently 
complained that nowadays people don’t really learn the tradition. He 
also complained that there was too much ego, that it was not about 
what you make with work but more about who you are. 

“There are a lot of things that he was wonderful and open-minded 
about, and that was always what touched me about him—he was 
not judgmental but really loved people in general. He had many 
conversations when he was crossing the street to go to the studio, 
conversations with the farmer who was always passing by. It was 
such a ritual for my father—and also for the farmer.”

on balthus
personal history

text and interview excerpt by robert Murphy
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Luxury, taken to a whole new level.
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BY marian mcEVOY  PHOTOGraPHY BY marK maHanEY

You’ve most likely never heard of it. And if you’re not a professional designer, you’ll never see it.  
The Design Library (and its millions of textiles) is the fashion and decorating worlds’ best-kept secret.  

pattern recognition
tricks of the trade

The AIsLes 
hAVe IT 

A long view of the 
Design Library’s 

11,000-square-
foot loft, home 

to seven million 
fabrics and 

textiles from 
around the world. 
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prInTs chArmIng 
Clockwise from top 
left: Design Library 
director Peter Koepke, 
with a pile of indigo 
Japanese prints, in his 
office; patterns from 
YSL’s ready-to-wear 
collections from the ’70s; 
Keshi Akino, a director 
of art and home design 
at Lands’ End, right, 
searches the archives 
for ideas; a linear 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
pattern contrasts with 
two antique American 
pieces; a pattern 
designed by Raoul Dufy 
for Bianchini-Férier.

W
henever natacha ramsay-Levi—a 
longtime lieutenant to designer Nicolas 
Ghesquière—was on the hunt for 
inspiration for one of Balenciaga’s col-

lections, she headed to Wappingers Falls, a low-key, 
ungentrified village along the Hudson River about an 
hour and 15 minutes north of Manhattan. There, in an 
11,000-square-foot loft in a reconverted 1907 fabric 
mill, she visited the Hudson Valley headquarters of 
the Design Library, a mecca for the more than 3,000 
fashion, interior and paper goods designers who tap 
its seven million textile designs every season. “When 
I first discovered the Library in 2008, it was love at 
first sight,” Ramsay-Levi says.  “The collection is 
not about items of the moment, but designs that are 
everlastingly beautiful—timeless. Yes, the Design 
Library is a secret. That’s why it’s so inspiring. It is 
rare, intimate and chic.”

It is also the largest and most rigorously orga-
nized repository of surface design in the world, 

selling and leasing textile designs and original fab-
rics dating from the 1750s to the 1980s. In a room 
filled with 24-foot-long antique work tables and 
flooded with natural light from high windows fram-
ing views of the wild landscape, patterns are stacked 
on open metal shelving, hung on industrial rolling 
racks, piled up in horizontal filing cabinet drawers 
or attached to the pages of thousands of antique and 
vintage sample books on floor-to-ceiling shelves.

It would be hard to exaggerate the scope and eccen-
tricity of the Design Library’s vast archive, organized 
into 1,200 categories that comprise a sort of United 
Nations of textiles. Beyond several million examples 
from Europe and the United States, there are many 
more from South Asia, Africa, China, Japan, Central 
Asia, Indonesia and Central and South America. 
Among the mostly unsigned, anonymous pieces are 
original vintage patterns by Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Raoul Dufy, Robert Bonfils and Sonia Delaunay. Among 
the many thousand patterns once used by the great 

French couturiers, there’s a group of whimsical pat-
terns commissioned by Elsa Schiaparelli in the 1930s 
and piles of aggressively chic, eye-popping graphics 
used by Yves Saint Laurent in the late 1970s.

The collection reflects the worldly tastes and con-
noisseurship of its owner and director, Peter Koepke, 
who came to the business of print and pattern by trad-
ing in South American tribal art and artifacts. For 
nearly two decades, he was a private New York City 
dealer specializing in Amazonian textiles and pot-
tery, procuring mainly for international collectors 
and European and Australian museums. “I found all 
of the pieces canoeing up rivers and streams visit-
ing obscure tribes in remote villages,” he says. “It 
was dangerous and exciting. And the logistics of get-
ting large pots from South America to New York were 
daunting, to say the least.”

In 1988, Koepke’s Amazonian adventures ended. As 
Peru’s civil war intensified, the American economy—
and the market for pricey pottery—cratered. He also 
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fAbrIc of LIfe 
Left: A selection of 
silk prints hangs in 
front of a chinoiserie 
screen. Below: A 
recent acquisition of 
thousands of fabrics  
by Bianchini-Férier.

met his current wife, who wasn’t keen on paddling 
small boats through civil wars in South America. In 
1990, Koepke teamed up with Susan Meller, a renowned 
author and textile collector who had amassed a couple 
million fabric designs, some of which were on view—to 
buy or lease—in her Manhattan garment district loft. 
Koepke worked for Meller as a design consultant for 12 
years before he bought the business in 2002. “When I 
first took the collection over, I didn’t have a clue,” he 
says. “I went from the urbane, museum world to the 
commercial, hurried worlds of fashion and decoration. 
I had a sort of identity crisis: For years I was Indiana 
Jones—then suddenly I became a librarian.”

And a successful businessman. In 2005, Koepke 
opened an office in London, with a collection that grew 
to 40,000 prints and patterns geared to European 
designers. “Worldwide, we work with about 3,000 
individuals,” he says. “They come to us because we sup-
ply information and inspiration.” When design teams 
from Alexander McQueen, Ralph Lauren Home, Nike, 

Calvin Klein, Marc Jacobs, H&M or Patagonia arrive 
at the Design Library, they often have a specific print 
goal—or “mood,” as Koepke puts it—for an upcoming 
collection in mind. Keshi Akino, the director of the art 
and home design division at Lands’ End, visits four 
times a year for “general inspiration and particular 
motifs” to translate into her home décor collections. 
“We purchase varying amounts each season,” Akino 
says. “We take them back to our studios and recolor 
and rescale them so they suit our products.”

“You never know what you are going to find,” adds 
Ramsay-Levi. “It’s like gambling, in a way—you hope 
you will unearth a treasure. Sometimes we buy a print 
and use it as is. Sometimes we keep the exact pattern 
but change the colors. Sometimes we buy a print and 
do nothing with it—it’s purely inspirational.” 

Whenever the Library receives a request for fab-
ric, one of 10 full-time consultants will either pack 
a suitcase filled with relevant samples to bring to 
the designer, or encourage a visit to its Wappingers 

Falls or London headquarters. Clients may also click 
into Kosmos, the company’s online collection of 
9,000 prints categorized 130 ways. For a lease price 
ranging from $300 to $400, the designer is given 
exclusive rights to a fabric for one to three years. In 
some cases, patterns can be bought outright. (Resale 
is forbidden by contract.)

“Our clients are highly unlikely to find the same 
design anywhere else; we sell or lease it to one per-
son at a time,” explains Koepke. “We see all sorts of 
trends taking shape, but our success depends on our 
unshakable discretion. Our integrity is as important 
as our collection.

“I like to say that I am in the recycling business,’’ 
he says, laughing. “We’re recycling visual history for 
use today. Textile design—like literature and music— 
is a reflection of its time and culture. But unlike 
museum collections, you can touch this one—move 
it around, take it back to your office, scan it, use it. 
In the end, the Design Library is all about access.” •

tricks of the trade
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I
f Erik TorsTEnsson and Jens Grede were to 
write a self-help book for aspiring entrepreneurs, 
it might be called Little Effort, Huge Reward.  
The phrase is something that Torstensson 

repeats many times when discussing the ambitions 
for Saturday Group, the multibranched agency that 
he and Grede cofounded in 2003, which is one of 
today’s most nimble fashion creative firms. But it 
could also describe what they offer clients: a wide 
array of marketing services from traditional large-
scale advertising to digital brand-building for luxury, 
lifestyle and media brands under the Saturday Group 
umbrella, which has grown into a consortium of 12 
companies. Together, Torstensson and Grede cre-
ated this spring’s mega H&M ad campaign featuring 
Beyoncé, conceived of e-commerce menswear plat-
form Mr Porter and got model Lara Stone to dance 
in her bra to Salt-N-Pepa’s ’80s jam “Push It” for a 
Calvin Klein digital spot that has amassed 11 million 
views on YouTube. 

“Our role is to further the commercial interests of 
our clients,” Grede says of Saturday’s mission, while 
sitting in their Shoreditch, London, headquarters in 
a repurposed warehouse. “We are the layer between 
a fashion company and the consumer, whether that 
is creating a campaign or distributing [London label] 
Jonathan Saunders to Barneys.” 

Gone are the days when a successful advertis-
ing campaign meant simply plopping Kate Moss on 

the e xchange
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a Caribbean island. “You still have to do the eight 
pictures on the beach,” Torstensson notes. “It’s 
just that you have to do all this other stuff, because 
otherwise those pictures have no value.” Saturday 
offers the “other stuff”—an integrated solution, at 
the client’s discretion. 

“We’re not a Happy Meal. We should be à la carte,” 
Torstensson adds, regarding their group’s structure. 
“Clients can pick to have one slice, or sometimes they 
will pick several pieces, which is more exciting for us.” 

The individually named arms of Saturday 
Group—which function distinctly but coexist sym-
biotically—spearhead advertising and branding 
initiatives; steer editorial content; engineer inno-
vative online solutions; provide public-relations 
strategy; handle licensing and merchandising of 
product; oversee production of shoots; and act as 
sales agents. The duo also publishes a biannual glossy 
print magazine—aptly called Industrie—that riffs on 
the navel-gazing tendencies of the fashion industry. 
Tory Burch’s punchy website and mobile applications? 
Those are thanks to Saturday Group’s subsidiary 
Wednesday. So are the Moncler e-store and Alexander 
McQueen’s immersive website. After Grede and 
Torstensson added Independent Talent Brands to the 
collective in 2008, linking retailers and brands with 
celebrities, they promptly signed Natalie Portman as 
the face of Dior and hitched Alexa Chung to Madewell.

“They understand our vision,” says Tory Burch, 

“and the importance of creating design that sup-
ports a narrative and elegantly merges content and 
commerce.” 

Over the years, Grede and Torstensson have em- 
ployed an organic, modular approach to Saturday 
Group’s growth based on client needs and their own 
personal inclinations. They introduced a production 
arm because they thought they could do it better 
themselves, and decided to provide distribution ser-
vices because they thought it was necessary to seed 
their clients’ merchandise to more markets in order 
to build their global presence. Though they don’t have 
a calculated business plan, this is no locavore opera-
tion. They have their sights set high—on marketing 
at the level of a Proctor & Gamble. “We’ve said this 
before, but we’re kind of the IMG of fashion,” Grede 
says, referencing the sports and media titan handling 
both talent and events. So far, this modus operandi 
seems to be working: Saturday Group now has offices 
in five cities (New York, Los Angeles, Paris and Milan, 
in addition to London), 250 employees, 150 clients and 
revenue of $75 million this year, up from $60 million 
in 2012. Predominantly a private company, Saturday 
is one-third owned by Mother, the largest indepen-
dent advertising agency in the UK (with formidable 
offices in New York, Buenos Aires and London), which 
was also their initial backer and is located in the same 
Shoreditch building. 

Of course, Saturday isn’t the only multichannel 

BY ZoË WoLFF

The two founders of Saturday 
Group, a fashion marketing firm 
with 12 distinct subsidiaries, are 

confident they’ve found a business 
model that allows them to be 

everything to all clients. In the  
10 years since they began,  

nothing has proved them wrong.  

saturday 
group fever

upstart

double 
trouble   

saturday group 
founders erik 

torstensson, left,  
and Jens grede.
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operation in town—the very scope of Saturday’s business speaks to a seismic 
shift in the fashion industry. In an increasingly crowded marketplace, brands 
from the high street to the Fortune 500 luxury houses need to maximize their 
exposure to remain competitive. Keeping consumers engaged involves every-
thing from maintaining robust e-commerce 
storefronts and global distribution chan-
nels to constant social media activity. It’s 
no wonder that new media creative agen-
cies are cropping up to capitalize on the 
opportunities. For the moment, Saturday 
Group’s most comparable competitor is 
Spring, a London-based creative agency 
and studio complex that offers branding, 
content generation, casting and production 
capacities to the fashion and luxury com-
munity, and last summer partnered with 
PR and production monolith KCD. 

W
hEn GrEdE and Torstensson 
met in 2001 working at 
entrepreneur-publisher Tyler 
Brûlé’s Winkreative agency, a spin-

off of his Wallpaper magazine, they regarded each 
other with raised eyebrows. “He thought he was 
the king of the world, and I thought I was the king 
of my little world,” Torstensson says playfully. They 
soon found common ground, in part because of their 
remarkably similar backgrounds. Both grew up 
an hour outside of Stockholm, though in different 
directions, and were obsessed with  skateboarding. 
The biannual European magazine Arena Homme 
Plus was their aesthetic bible as teens. 

It was at Naomi Campbell’s 30th birthday party 
(“her third 30th,” Grede notes cheek-
ily) that the pair came up with the idea 
to start their own thing. At the time, the 
self-described “young, naïve and spoiled” 
24-year-olds simply thought they could 
do branding better than what was already 
out there. So fueled by a mixture of hubris 
and hero-worship, they quit their jobs and 
founded Saturday. 

They quickly gained traction, winning 
advertising accounts for Bally in their 
first year and H&M two years later. These 
days they are rarely in the same city—
Torstensson tends to go on-set for shoots, 
while Grede handles more of the corporate 
management, explains Torstensson: “Jens 
is a very creative entrepreneur. And I’m an entre-
preneurial creative.” But they are always in sync. 
“Jens is married and I have a girlfriend, but this 
marriage [between Jens and me] is the longest I’ve 
had,” he says, getting a bit sentimental. 

But while these sultans of strategy seem to have 
a sixth sense for commercially golden opportu-
nities—and the robust address books to execute 
them—several of their notable accomplishments 
began as passion projects. They dreamed up Mr 
Porter as the stylish man’s answer to Net-A-Porter, 
the womenswear e-shopping sensation, and pitched 
it to founder Natalie Massenet. “Jens came up with 
the name, we did the logo, we did the packaging. 
We had all these opinions, like we never want to see 

male models—I don’t want to be a male model, I want 
to be like other cool, amazing men.” Mr Porter tapped 
their niche with the global male demographic—the 
site now attracts 800,000 unique visitors a month. 
It’s been a boon to Torstensson’s personal life, too: 
Massenet is now his aforementioned paramour.

Recently, the Saturday duo has applied themselves 
to more physically tangible endeavors. In 2011, they 
introduced Industrie, which, in a humorous twist, is 
published on a paper size that’s too big to be scanned 
and uploaded online. Their hunch that the regulars 
on the front-row circuit would relish the chance to be 
interviewed and read in-depth profiles on themselves 

has given them valuable influence in 
their own industry, and begat pub-
lications like System (launched by 
two former Industrie staffers). The 
cover of the first issue featured Anna 
Wintour, along with an inside story 
called “When Editors Become Cover 
Stars.” Another typical article is 
“Get Fit With Rick,” a piece about 
avant-garde designer Rick Owens’s 
workout regime—basically a ver-
sion of something US Weekly might 
do with, say, Carrie Underwood. Ads 
are minimal, and photography is 
supplied pro bono by top-dollar pho-
tographers like Juergen Teller and 
Patrick Demarchelier, with whom the 
duo work in other arenas. 

One of their latest projects, Frame 
Denim, is an example of Saturday’s 
multihyphenate marketing potential, 

crystallized in a wearable product. Told by their female 
fashion friends that available jean brands often don’t 
fit well, they decided to make their own. Maximizing 
their link to Net-A-Porter, Grede and Torstensson 
placed an initial small run on the site in October 
2012 and, after it sold out in two weeks, introduced a 
full-fledged line of 12 styles, which fetch about $200 
a pair and now also retail at the likes of Barneys and 
Los Angeles’s Ron Herman. They also enlisted super-
model Karlie Kloss, a friend, to codesign two pairs of 
extra-long jeans. Torstensson himself shot a series 
of black-and-white photos of her wearing them, and 
Kloss broadcast them on her social media channels, 
and the collaboration became an instant hit—without 
the cost of any formal advertising. “With her huge fol-
lowing, of course it blows up. It’s fantastic marketing 
for us, and for her,” Grede says. “And it’s fun.”

There may be a level of luck to this kind of add-
water-and-stir formula, but the Saturday pair view it 
as the way forward. They foresee a more streamlined 
marketing future, predicting that the need for brands 
to “desperately fill all these channels” to capture con-
sumer attention will come to an end. They themselves 
frequently advise clients to “do one thing really well 
rather than 50 things. It’s almost back to the old-
school Mad Men [method],” Torstensson says. “One 
big idea. One water-cooler moment that you’ll talk to 
your friends about.” He admits to being hooked on 
Instagram—an application whose premise is as simple 
as snap, edit and post. “No effort, super high reward.” •

Add It uP  
a few of the saturday 
group’s recent projects, 
from top: e-commerce 
site mr porter’s 
home page; Industrie 
magazine from June 
2011, featuring anna 
Wintour; a promotional 
shot for frame denim; 
the current cover of 
Industrie, with model 
cara delevingne; a 
2013 H&m campaign; 
and a calvin Klein 
lingerie ad from 2012. 
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N
ot so many years ago, Holly Branson 
would never have imagined she’d be where 
she is this muggy afternoon—listening to 
a bunch of South African kids pitch their 

ideas for start-up businesses to a panel of men-
tors at the Branson Centre of Entrepreneurship in 
Johannesburg. The kids, fighting varying degrees of 
stage fright, aren’t worried so much about the center’s 
tough-minded mentors—they’re used to that. This is a 
different kind of pressure. Holly Branson is here, and 
in South Africa the Bransons are royalty. 

Afterwards, there is a mild stampede as every-
one crowds around to take a picture with her. Holly, 
31, graciously poses with all comers. “I realize I’m 

a new face of the brand, and it’s a role I accept now,” 
she says. “I know how excited people are to have the 
family there.” And then she drops the bombshell—or 
at least it would have been a bombshell to her slightly 
younger self: “Yes, it’s logical for me to think of run-
ning the company one day.” Wait a beat. “But not for 
many years. My dad isn’t slowing down. If anything, 
he’s speeding up.”

Her dad is Sir Richard Branson, the man who built 
the Virgin brand and a $4.6 billion fortune with a 
combination of pluck, music-hall antics, common 
sense and daredevilry. (At 63, he’s still at it: Branson’s 
Virgin Galactic is currently flight-testing vehicles 
that will launch the first paying tourists into space; 

Richard himself will be on the first flight—and later, 
Justin Bieber, who recently bought a ticket.) There 
was no getting away from her father’s exploits when 
Holly was growing up. “Dad was always working in the 
living room. There was no distinction between work 
and life—it was the same thing.” 

Who wouldn’t want to be a part of all that? Well, 
Holly Branson for one. She had a different dream. 
“I always knew I wanted to be a doctor. I saw a lot of 
my friends having a hard time figuring out what they 
wanted to do, so I’m glad I had a purpose and goal to 
focus on. I liked the discipline and the sense of struc-
ture.” Her single-mindedness kept her in something of 
a cocoon while her father was off ballooning across 

river wild  
Holly Branson 

touring her 
father’s private 
game preserve 

at Ulusaba, 
Virgin’s unofficial 

South African 
headquarters.

BY joshua levine   PhotograPhY BY amBroise tÉzenas

On the heels of her audacious father—and after years of following her  
own path—Holly Branson has emerged as the new face of the Virgin brand.

the braNsoN way 
successors
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alongside dressed as a bright red butterfly. Get it?
The marathon ultimately led Holly and Sam to 

start the Big Change Charitable Trust with some of 
the other caterpillars who ran with her, like Prince 
Andrew and Fergie’s daughter Princess Beatrice. 
They are tomorrow’s do-good royalty, and Holly is 
already thinking of ways to harness the billions they 
will one day inherit.

A little over two years ago, Holly met Craig 
Kielburger, who had founded a charity called Free The 
Children in Toronto in the mid-’90s, when he was just 
12 years old. The organization has since built over 650 

schools internationally and chan-
nels funds toward health, sanitation 
and agriculture projects in eight 
Asian, African and Latin American 
countries through its Adopt a Village 
program. Holly forged a partner-
ship between Free The Children and 
Virgin, which funnels some of the 
money it collects from donations 
on Virgin Atlantic flights. In March 
2014, Free The Children will orga-
nize its first big event in England, 
called We Day UK. Holly is its cochair 
and prime mover. 

“From our first conversation, 
Holly ended up joining us while 
we were constructing schools in 
Kenya and India,” recalls Kielburger. 
“Chiselling walls, mixing gravel and 
cement—backbreaking work. She 
may be a Branson, but she doesn’t 
mind rolling up her sleeves. If you ask 
her what she really enjoys, it’s raising 
a roof. She’s less comfortable call-
ing people for funding, but when she 
calls, people answer, and that’s the 
greatest good she can do. Without 
her, I’m not sure we would have had 
We Day UK. She’s become more cer-
tain as she’s accepted this role.”

I meet Holly and her husband, 
Freddie Andrewes, at Ulusaba, the 

the Atlantic. He teased her about it. “When I brought 
my medical school friends home, Dad used to tell us 
that we didn’t know anything about the world. He 
started giving me impromptu quizzes about history 
and current events. I quite liked that.”

Holly got her medical degree in 2007 and worked 
for a year in the neurology department of Chelsea and 
Westminster Hospital as a Junior House Officer. By 
then the glamour of life in hospital scrubs had worn 
off. That’s when she decided to take a year off. 

“It was my dad who said, ‘Well, why don’t you come 
work at Virgin,’ ” recalls Holly. “I did internships at 
all the businesses, and at the end of the first year I 
thought, Oh, I’m just not ready to go back. By the end 
of the second year, it was clear I was never going back.” 

It wasn’t a seamless transition. Holly started out 
shy and unsure, shaky on the rudiments of business 
and not naturally keen on mastering them. “I’m taking 
courses in it, but I don’t much like numbers,” she con-
fesses. Like her father, however, she’s a plugger. She’s 
already filled some of the holes in her business resumé, 
and she will surely end up filling the rest. 

“She’s got on and done it,” says her father proudly. 
“She’s already learned a lot more about the world than 
she would have as a doctor. Now she’s going out on her 
own. She won’t dress up in funny clothes or do any 
wing-walking like I did. She’ll do it her own way.”

Officially, Holly is listed as special projects man-
ager at Virgin Management Limited. She also sits on 
the board of Virgin Unite, the incubator for the many 
nonprofit enterprises that occupy most of Richard’s 
time and energy these days—a mix of causes that 

includes fighting fistula, enlisting notables like 
Desmond Tutu and Kofi Annan to tackle human rights 
abuses and promoting fuel-efficiency in the shipping 
industry, among many other things. Virgin Unite has 
the throw-it-against-the-wall zeal that characterizes 
Richard’s for-profit business ventures, and like them is 
also underpinned by the conviction that a little entre-
preneurial moxie can move mountains. 

Unofficially, however, given the nature of Virgin’s 
far-flung enterprises, Holly’s role is destined to get 
much bigger. Richard’s management style has suited 
his strengths: manic energy, wild-eyed enthusiasm 
and a taste for kicking corporate Goliaths in the shins. 
On the other hand, it takes an icon to represent some 
400 companies with the same brand, most of which 
have nothing to do with each other except that he felt 
like founding them. Richard knows this, of course, and 
he knows, too, that sooner or later, there will be a job 
opening for a new icon. Which is where Holly comes in 
(and perhaps her younger brother, Sam, who is 28). 

“When Steve Jobs died, Apple lacked a great deal 
not having a personality to keep that brand going,” 
says Richard. “Virgin is the number-two or number-
three most respected brand in the world, and it helps 
to have a powerful personality to get that brand out 
there. If I get run over by a truck tomorrow, Holly will 
be in a position to do that.”

The dynastic symbolism was evident to anybody 
who watched the 2010 London Marathon. Holly, 
dressed in a caterpillar costume, roped herself to 
33 other caterpillars to break the roped-together 
marathon record as a charity stunt. Richard ran 
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“the men in my 
family are  

the criers.  
sam’s more  
emotional,  

i’m more 
analytical.  

if we ever run 
virgin, i think  

we’d make  
a pretty  

good team.”  
—holly branson

THE LONG VIEW  
Holly with her 
father on the deck of 
Ulusaba’s Rock Lodge. 
“She won’t do any 
wing-walking, like I 
did,” says Sir Richard 
Branson. “She’ll do it  
her own way.”
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pleasure. Thatched villas perch on the 
rocks overlooking a small lake where 
hippos snort and elephants sip. 

When I visit, the whole clan is here, 
which is not uncommon. They arrange 
their lives to spend as much time in each 
other’s company as possible. This time, 
they are all here for a reason. Sam is get-
ting married to his longtime girlfriend, 
Isabella Calthorpe, whom everybody 
calls Bellie. Sam makes documentary 
films on serious subjects like drug pol-
icy, but he’s already got one foot in the 
family business, and everyone is just 
waiting for the other foot to follow. 

At dinner, talk turns to Sam’s upcom-
ing nuptials. He cried at Holly’s wedding, and he’s 
nervous he’ll lose it at his own. “I don’t mind, really, but 
I don’t want to get all, I love you sooo much!” Sam says, 
fake blubbering. “My father cries at anything, par-
ticularly when he’s happy.” Holly says she takes after 
her mother, and Richard’s mother, Eve, too. Eve was 
the no-nonsense one who stiffened Richard’s spine: 
The story goes that she once took young Richard out 
to the countryside and left him to find his way home 
alone. His father, Ted, was the softie who gave every-
one unlimited license to hug, which Richard indulges 
frequently during dinner. 

 “The men in my family are the big criers,” says Holly. 
“Sam’s more emotional, I’m more analytical. I think if 
we ever run Virgin, we’d make a pretty good team.”

The Bransons have added an eighth deadly sin of 
their own to the other seven: sitting still. Nobody 
does. Every day starts at 5:30 with a game drive, 
and nobody begs off except me. “You’re really not 
very adventurous, are you?” says Richard, eyeing me 
warily. The next two days are a whirlwind of drive-
bys, handshakes and photo ops. Free hearing aids 
are fitted to local villagers at a nearby clinic, Bhubezi 
Community Healthcare. At a different village, a new 
day care center is getting ready to open, and furni-
ture needs to be moved in. It’s hot and humid, and 
then the next day the rain comes streaming through 
the jury-rigged tarps on the roofless Land Rovers. 
Through it all, Holly never loses the kind of bullet-
proof cheerfulness you see in English World War 
II movies. “Great fun” is a phrase the Bransons say 
often, and it seems to apply to anything from a picnic 
to an earthquake. If your ship goes down, you’d want 
a Branson—any Branson—in your lifeboat.

Holly will probably have children soon. Now that 
Sam’s getting married, perhaps they can collaborate 
on a tribe of cousins, like the nine she grew up around. 
That could shake things up. There’s always a tension 
between the words “family” and “business,” espe-
cially when you put them together, and Richard feels it 
keenly. His mother left work to stay home and raise her 
children. His wife, who mostly stays at the Branson 
home on Necker Island in the Caribbean, is the invis-
ible rock that anchors everybody. 

“She’s a full-time mom even now,” says Richard. 
“It’s a question mark how it will affect things when 
Holly has children. In trying to map out succession 
plans, a lot of wonderful things could get in the way.” •

Bransons’ plush game lodge near the border of South 
Africa’s Kruger National Park. Holly is here as part of 
a Virgin Unite Connection trip, during which she and 
her father will meet with business leaders interested 
in incorporating innovative philanthropy into their 
practices. She’s tall and athletic with bright eyes, a 
persistent smile and an easy, unflappable way about 
her. Her father doesn’t think that part comes from 
him. “My wife, Joan, is a working-class Glaswegian 
from a poor family, and she’s very down to earth—the 
complete opposite of me,” says Richard. “I think the 
kids have a lot of her attributes.”

Holly and her husband make an appealing couple. 
He’s a big chap with a ruddy, open face and a very firm 
handshake. The two were high-school sweethearts 

and kept going despite a few break-ups—Holly says 
they would never have made it if they hadn’t tasted 
life apart. Andrewes used to be a ship broker, but 
he got tired of it (and it didn’t give him enough time 
with Holly), so a few years ago he joined the invest-
ment team of Virgin Group. “Everyone asks if we talk 
about work when we get home, but it’s not work to 
us,” says Andrewes. “It’s a family business. We talk 
about it all the time.”

Ulusaba means “place of little fear” in the local lan-
guage, because it occupies a tall hillock from which you 
can scan the countryside for miles around. Today, it 
does double duty as Richard’s unofficial South African 
headquarters and an exclusive hotel in Virgin’s port-
folio—Branson has a knack for mixing business and 
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helPing hAndS 
clockwise from below: 
Holly with local 
villagers at a new day 
care center; she greets 
a child at the center; 
zebras at Ulusaba 
game preserve.
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BY JOHN ORTVED

the business of being

NASTY GAL
In just seven years, Sophia Amoruso turned an eBay store 

peddling vintage clothes into a multimillion-dollar company 
through social media, smart investments and raw instinct. 

SUCCESS STORY 
Nasty Gal CEO 
Amoruso, at home 
in California. 
Right: A page from 
the company’s 
website and the 
Primal Pump, $78, 
from its in-house 
fall collection. 

I
’M A CAPITALIST, I’m a CEO, I run a big business, 
I’m an employer,” says Sophia Amoruso, the 
29-year-old head of Nasty Gal, the online fash-
ion retail empire that she transformed from an 

eBay vintage store into a $240 million company in 
just seven years. “But it’s all secondary to the way it 
happened, because I could be anything.”

Sitting in the back garden of New York’s Crosby 
Street Hotel dressed in a crocheted lace dress and 
a trench draped over her shoulders, Amoruso is 
reflecting on the period of her life between age 
17—when she left home in Sacramento to dumpster 
dive, work in record stores and side with anarchism 
while she floated up and down the West Coast—and 
22, when she started Nasty Gal. She named the com-
pany after the song by funk musician Betty Davis, 
the second wife of Miles Davis. “I’ve accepted what 
I have, and I feel like I’ve completely done it on my 
own terms,” says Amoruso, who is now based in Los 
Angeles.

What Amoruso has created is a sizeable niche 
business in the high-margin fast-fashion space. Her 
company sells edgy, retro-inspired looks at reason-
able prices—$50 tops, $70 dresses—and some actual 
vintage items to a rabidly loyal customer base of 
young women, frothed up by almost constant social 
media interaction. (Detractors might say the hem-
lines are too high and necklines too low.) Nasty Gal 
has been experiencing a growth spurt, with no adver-
tising and little discounting. That its successes—and 
Amoruso—are difficult to characterize has made its 
ascent all the more enthralling. So what is Nasty Gal, 
exactly?

It began humbly. In 2006, Amoruso had just dropped 
out of photography school. She turned her passion 
for vintage clothes into a small business, run from 
her Mac laptop in her bedroom of her ex-boyfriend’s 
San Francisco apartment, reselling key finds on eBay 
and promoting them via Nasty Gal’s Myspace page. 
The entire looks Amoruso constructed, using models 
and her own styling, were far from the bad photos of 
an old rock T-shirt on a mannequin that comprises 
the majority of visual presentation on eBay. She’d 
sell a Chanel leather jacket she bought for $8 at the 

Salvation Army for over 
$1,000. These margins, 
matched with her careful 
eye, made for a booming 
cottage business.

“In the beginning, I 
was basically paying >
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“in the beginning, 
i was basically 
paying the 
models with 
hamburgers. i 
would buy them 
lunch and 
maybe give them 
$20 a day.” 

–sophia amoruso

building a brand 
From left: Hot to Handle 
bag, $68; a spread from 
Nasty Gal’s biannual 
fashion magazine, Super 
Nasty; Amoruso on the 
January 2013 cover of 
Entrepreneur magazine. 

the models with hamburgers,” she says. “They were 
normal high school girls that you find on Myspace. 
I would buy them lunch and maybe give them $20 a 
day.” Using approachable-looking models has per-
sisted with Nasty Gal’s growth. “We’re cool, but we’re 
inclusive, which I think in fashion is not that common.” 

Eventually, the demand from her 60,000 Myspace 
friends outgrew what she could supply with vin-
tage finds and her eBay store. She bought the site  
nastygalvintage.com (nastygal.com was, at the 
time, a pornography site; she’s since purchased 
the domain name) and began approaching labels 
with a provocative edge, like MinkPink and Jeffrey 
Campbell, to participate. 

By 2010, equity firms and venture capitalists were 
banging down her door, but Amoruso barely enter-
tained them. “I built a huge profitable business with 
no debt,” she says. “I put every drop of profit from this 
business back into it. That’s why it’s successful.”

When she finally did need help expanding, in 2012, 
Amoruso took $50 million from Danny Rimer of 
Index Ventures—an early investor in success stories 
like Asos, Net-A-Porter and Farfetch—and leased a 
500,000-square-foot fulfillment center in Kentucky. 
Like most of Nasty Gal’s new endeavors, the decision 
to go with Rimer came from Amoruso’s gut. “I don’t 
really have any mercenary relationships in the busi-
ness, and Danny is someone I really like as a person, 

who I’m friends with, who is like family,” she says. “No 
one was investing in Net-A-Porter, no one was invest-
ing in Asos [when Rimer approached them]. Index is 
contrarian in their thinking, which I am.” 

One way Nasty Gal has kept margins thick is 
through its approach to promotion. Until recently it 
didn’t advertise. The company has little to no over-
stock, thanks to the limited runs it offers to those 
customers eagerly awaiting Facebook updates—
a rarity in a business that relies on discounting 
(though, more recently, discounting has been fea-
tured on the site). Since 2011, its number of Facebook 
fans has increased tenfold, to nearly 831,055. The 
company has even more Instagram followers. “Nasty 
Gal really emerged from a conversation,” says 
Amoruso. “I’ve probably spent more time than any 
other brand reading every last comment. To listen 
to people the way you’re able to online is very pow-
erful. I think other companies are just starting to 
figure that out.”

Rimer agrees: “What led us to Nasty Gal was the 
fact that Sophia had created something extremely 
special in terms of a connection between what she 
was doing and her customer base.”

Sharon Langlotz, a 25-year-old producer at the 
ad firm Anomaly, found Nasty Gal when she was 
looking for a Cheap Monday dress. “I found it on 
Pinterest first,” she says. “I tracked it to the Nasty 
Gal site,” where her eye was caught by the “trendy” 
apparel that was “not too pricey” and reminded her 
of the stylish clothing she sees on street-style fash-
ion blogs. She now follows Nasty Gal on Instagram, 
Pinterest and Facebook, checking in with the site 
twice a week. “I fill up my shopping cart and dream,” 
she says, adding that Nasty Gal has changed the way 
she views online shopping. 

But the social media component would be noth-
ing if the clothes themselves weren’t selling. “This 
is the embodiment of the high-low phenomena—
women wearing a Chanel dress with the Banana 
Republic T-shirt underneath—in a way I’ve never seen 
before,” says Mortimer Singer, CEO of Marvin Traub 
Associates, which works in business development for 
top fashion brands. “They can keep a fashion edge by 
having something vintage, which is luxury by nature 

and, on the flip side, have a reaction to what is happen-
ing in the marketplace. They can have their cake and 
eat it—that’s the genius here.”

Amoruso is attempting another move: in-house 
designs; this season will mark the third collection by 
Nasty Gal. “Designing was the natural next step for us. 
It’s going on seven years for me that I’ve been selling 
clothing to the same awesome girl. And we’ve under-
stood the kind of silhouettes and cuts that she likes 
over time,” says Amoruso. To spearhead the in-house 
label, she poached her vice president of design, Sarah 
Wilkinson, from Asos and hired a print designer, 
Lauren McCalmont, who had worked for Nicholas 
Kirkwood and Peter Pilotto. She restricts the major-
ity of her input to final say over concepts. “I approve it 
or say it needs to be sexier.” Currently, the Nasty Gal 
label and collection comprise 30 percent of its sales. 

In 2012, Nasty Gal claimed those sales hit almost 
$130 million, more than quadrupling revenue from 
two years before, though the company now calls 
those numbers speculative. Much of that success 
is owed to their customers’ intense engagement: 
550,000 shoppers check out the site for an average 
length of six minutes once a day. Nasty Gal claims 
that their top 10 percent of users look at the site more 
than 100 times a month. And yet half of its sales come 
from 20 percent of its customers. Nasty Gal girls 
might not be loyal to any one label, but they sure are 
loyal to Nasty Gal. Next up, the company is building 
65,000 square feet of office space in Los Angeles. 

In her personal life, Amoruso is making moves 
as well. She is dating a man she knew from when “I 
was a scruffy, grimy, little anarchist dumpster diver 
in Seattle,” and pitching a book about “the business 
world from an outsider’s view.” (She plans to title one 
chapter “Living the Rap Dream.”) While she retains 
her independence and attitude from those days, her 
personal aesthetic has taken a upmarket turn. She 
is remodeling her new home and recently bought a 
Porsche, though when doing so, she found her former 
life creating a small stumbling block: The dealership 
would not offer her financing (until recently, she had 
trouble even getting credit cards). “I was willing to 
put half down on a loan, and they wouldn’t let me 
finance the other half,” she says. “I had to pay cash.” •
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THE AGATA

The new Dolce & Gabbana iconic bag is 
called the Agata, and is named after the 
Sicilian Patron Saint of Catania.The Agata, 
characterized by its retro shape and golden 
clasp closure, is reserved for the elegant 
and sophisticated woman.

DOLCEGABBANA.COM

TECHNO GRID MESSENGER AI BAG 

The Ai Handbag is a work of art imbued 
with the Akris spirit.The Fall/Winter 13 Ai is 
meticulously crafted in a Techno Grid 
rendering the classic shape with a chic and 
modern appeal. 

AKRIS.CH

AQUATALIA.COM

AQUATALIA BY MARVIN K.  

Aquatalia introduces the rhumba – a favorite 
of many, including Kate Middleton. Sleek 
stretch suede, weatherproof, and now 
available in fall’s fiercest colors. Explore the 
rhumba and the entire fall collection.

FREE SAME-DAY AND EXPRESS 
DELIVERY  

Shop NET-A-PORTER.COM, the world’s 
premier online luxury fashion destination. 
Enjoy complimentary same-day delivery in 
NYC and Express service throughout the 
U.S. with code WSJPremier at checkout. 
Offer valid one time only through 9/19/13.

NET-A-PORTER.COM

RAG & BONE

Introducing the Medium Pilot in studded 
black, as seen in rag & bone’s FW 
2013 campaign featuring Léa Seydoux. 
Available in rag & bone stores and at 
rag-bone.com. $995

RAG-BONE.COM

DAVIDWEBB.COM

people, places and things worth noting

the wall street journal magazine

from the wall street journal magazine
DAVID WEBB  

Splashes of bold color form the David 
Webb palette. Cross River Cuff in amethyst, 
approximately 190 carats, $52,000.
Available at David Webb New York or 
Beverly Hills 212.421.3030.
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A house is not a machine to live in,” wrote 
the pioneering modernist Eileen Gray in 
response to Le Corbusier’s oft-quoted line 
about a house being a machine á habiter. 

“It is the shell of man—his extension, his release, 
his spiritual emanation.” Born in 1878, Gray met the 
renowned Swiss-born architect and artist in Jazz Age 
Paris, and while influenced by his coolly planar style 
of modernism, she would go on to develop her own 
distinctive integration of architecture and furniture 

design, a softer but no less revolutionary sensibil-
ity that reached its apotheosis in a crystalline house 
hovering over the Mediterranean in Roquebrune-Cap-
Martin, France, that she called E.1027.

Anglo-Irish Gray  worked on E.1027’s design and 
construction from 1926 to 1929 with her lover at the 
time, the Romanian-born architect and magazine 
editor Jean Badovici, and everything about it was 
premised on her love of the sea and sun, like its floor-
to-ceiling windows and sunken solarium lined with 

iridescent tiles. An ingenious skylight staircase rose 
from the center of the house like a spiraling nautilus 
made from glass and metal. Instead of a sentimental 
seaside name, Gray chose a streamlined numerologi-
cal symbol for her relationship with Badovici: “E” was 
for “Eileen,” the “10” and “2” represented Badovici’s 
initials—according to their place in the alphabet—
and the “7” was for “G,” so that Gray was, in a sense, 
embracing him: E.1027.

Despite its auspicious beginnings, the house—one 
of the most important examples of domestic archi-
tecture in the 20th century—is shrouded in the kind 
of intrigue that one usually associates with Italian 
castles or crumbling English manors, not spar-
kling flat-roofed structures in the south of France. 
Maybe it’s the coastal railway cutting too close to 
the property line, or Gray’s own disaffection with 
Badovici. Maybe it’s the German soldiers who used 
the walls for target practice during World War II; or 
Peter Kägi, a gynecologist and morphine addict, who 
bought the house in 1974 and was murdered there in 
1996; or the homeless droguers, who squatted there 
after the house was abandoned and spray-painted 
the walls with cultish graffiti. 

The worst slight of all happened after Gray 
broke up with Badovici and moved out of the house 
they designed together. Badovici was in awe of Le 
Corbusier and invited him to stay on several occa-
sions, and E.1027 became something of an obsession 
for the architect. Even though he had once praised 
Gray for the subtlety of her design, Le Corbusier 
ended up painting eight large wall murals between 
1938 and 1939, both inside and outside E.1027, all 
drawn in shallow depth with Cubist elements, some 
with charged sexual imagery.

Her supporters feel that the defacing murals 
should be removed and the house restored to its 
1929 condition. But Le Corbusier is more famous 
than Gray, and the murals have been deemed works 
of art—national treasures, even—and accordingly 
preserved and restored. One suggestion was to cre-
ate scrims that could be pulled over the murals when 
Gray scholars were visiting and then pulled back 
again when Le Corbusier scholars were on site. But 
nothing has been done to resolve the conflict. The 
house remains shut to the public, mired in disrepair 
and bureaucratic deadlock. 

“Eileen Gray would be spinning in her grave at 
Père Lachaise if she could see what’s going on,” says 
Michael Webb, an architectural writer who visited 
E.1027 last year and was shocked to find rusting met-
alwork, cracks in the foundation walls and many of the 
rooms still unfinished. “It’s a sad fate for such a won-
derful work of art.” 

T
he irony is that after years of relative 
obscurity, Gray is more famous today 
than she’s ever been. Her furniture— 
lacquered folding screens, expanding 

side tables, industrial lamps—has reached strato-
spheric heights at auction. Her Dragons Armchair 
sold for  $28 million in 2009 and set an auction 
record for 20th-century furniture. A much-cele-
brated retrospective of Gray’s work was recently on 

white house  the restoration of eileen gray’s e.1027, photographed above in 2010, began over decade ago. 
among other problems, some of the original features were replaced with inferior materials. 

BY alastair gordon

How one of the 20th century’s most important  
historic houses—designed by Eileen Gray, with murals  

by Le Corbusier—was nearly destroyed.  

THE RISE AND  
RUIN OF A MODERNIST 

MASTERPIECE

architecture
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agrees that Gatier might not be the right architect 
for the job. But Likierman sees an even bigger prob-
lem that has nothing to do with aesthetics. When he 
offered to help buy a neighboring villa and turn it into 
a visitor’s center, Likierman says local authorities 
blocked his efforts. “The town sees no added value.”

In defense of the E.1027 restoration that was 
conducted under his supervision, Gatier says, 
“Restoration is a complex and cultural act. Choices 
may be challenged, but they deserve a debate. The villa 
E.1027 is a legendary and fragile work, and I wanted to 
treat it with the greatest respect.” 

Jean-Louis Cohen, professor at New York Uni-
versity’s Institute of Fine Arts and an expert on 
20th-century European modernism, views the situ-
ation with philosophical detachment, citing the fact 
that Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier’s famous house in 
Poissy, France, underwent numerous phases of res-
toration before reaching a final satisfactory form. 
“The current state of E.1027 bothers me, but mistakes 
can be fixed,” says Cohen, who is curator of the Le 
Corbusier exhibition at New York’s Museum of Modern 
Art that closes at the end of this month. “There’s noth-
ing easier than replacing an electric fixture,” he says. 
“The process is stuck, but the solution is very clear.”

The battle for E.1027 seems intractably bound 
up with the fight for Gray’s legacy—both of which 
have been colored, and perhaps overshadowed, by Le 
Corbusier. In the end, she outlived him by 11 years. 
Le Corbusier drowned while swimming off the beach 
at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, just below E.1027, a pos-
sible suicide. Gray died peacefully in Paris on October 
31, 1976, at the age of 98. On that very last morning 
she sent her maid out to buy cork and other materials 
because she wanted to start work on a new project. •

view at the Centre Pompidou in Paris and featured a 
partial reproduction of E.1027’s living room. (Gray 
designed many of her most famous furniture pieces 
for the house, including the low-slung Transat arm-
chair and the iconic Satellite mirror.) There’s even 
a movie in the works, The Price of Desire, by Irish 
director Mary McGuckian, with Shannyn Sossamon 
cast to play Gray and Alanis Morissette as her lover. 
(According to her friend and official biographer, Peter 
Adam, Gray was high-born, quiet, enigmatic, fre-
quently withdrawn, bisexual and extremely private 
about her personal life.) Still, Gray’s late-blooming 
success seems to have made little difference to 
E.1027’s uncertain fate. 

By the time Le Corbusier started painting his 
murals over E.1027, Gray was already ensconced in 
Tempe à Pailla, another house of her own design in 
nearby Castellar, just to the north of Roquebrune-
Cap-Martin. When she heard about the murals, she 
was incensed and felt the act to be a desecration of 
her original vision. Her friends saw it as graffiti by 
an envious competitor. Adam called it “rape.” At the 
very least it was a callous display of disrespect for 
another artist’s work. Le Corbusier tried and failed 
to buy the property on several occasions and, in the 
end, settled for an adjacent lot where, in 1951, he built 
a cabin and studio that loom over the site on a hill 
directly behind E.1027.

In the years that followed, the villa survived leaking 
roofs, the murder of Kägi and its eventual abandonment 
until, in 2000, it was in danger of being demolished 
altogether. That was when the Conservatoire du 
Littoral, a conservation agency, stepped in and bought 
the property from Kägi’s estate in partnership with the 
township of Roquebrune-Cap-Martin. (The town paid 

78 percent of the cost and agreed to take responsibility 
for the property for the next 30 years.) The house was 
officially designated a historic monument, and a plan 
was proposed to restore the property and turn it into 
a combination museum and study center. Foundation 
walls were shored up, colors analyzed, leaks repaired. 
At last, it seemed as though Gray’s iconic house would 
finally get the respect it deserves.

Yet in keeping with E.1027’s twisted history, the 
promised rescue was compromised. The restoration 
has been dragging on for more than a decade. “This 
is a real scandal, but no one dares talk about it,” says 
Renaud Barrés, a French architect who supervised 
early restoration efforts and refers to the current pro-
gram as a “massacre.”

Pierre-Antoine Gatier, official architect in charge 
of historic buildings for the Alpes-Maritimes region 
of France, took charge of the restoration in 2003, but 
much of the effort has been botched. The housing for 
E.1027’s distinctive skylight has been improperly 
replicated, according to Barrés, who, with archi-
tectural historian Burkhardt Rukschcio, prepared 
a 22-page report that details many of the problems 
with Gatier’s restoration: original 1920s electric 
switches replaced with modern-day fixtures; new 
mass-produced glass when the original mottled 
glass was still intact; porch railings—a key element 
in Gray’s overall design—not reproduced according 
to original dimensions.

Michael Likierman, a retired entrepreneur who 
lives in nearby Menton and has been raising funds 
for E.1027, says the situation is “worse than a hornet’s 
nest. All of these people, all of these different agencies 
have their fingers in the pie, and that’s why nothing 
gets done, and so much money has been wasted.” He 

Gray Vs. Le 
CorBusier  
Clockwise from far left: 
an early photo of e.1027’s 
master bedroom; 
portrait of gray by 
berenice abbott, 1927; 
gray’s guéridon side 
table; the house under 
scaffolding, 2010; two 
of le Corbusier’s eight 
murals; a nude le 
Corbusier painting one 
of his murals, circa 1939.

“it’s such a sad 
fate for such a 
wonderful work 
of art. eileen  
gray would  
be spinning in  
her grave at  
père lachaise.”

–michael webb
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WW1 RÉGULATEUR Pink Gold · Limited Edition to 99 pieces · www.bellross.com

STARTING STRONG 
A geometrically cut dress offers a new angle on style.  

Akris sheath dress and Gianvito Rossi pony-skin pumps.  
For details see Sources, page 158.

STATEMENT 
STYLE



INTO THE WILD
A fox-fur cocoon jacket 
and tailored lace trousers 
stand out against the 
stark lines of Inhotim’s 
Adriana Varejão gallery, 
designed by architect 
Rodrigo Lopez Cerviño. 
Balenciaga fur jacket and  
guipure lace trousers.
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by Tony PerroTTeT
PHoToGrAPHy by JoSH oLInS   STyLInG by ALASTAIr MckIMM

In the remote wilds of southeastern Brazil, a reclusive art collector has  
created a sprawling, fantastical outdoor museum. Welcome to Inhotim, part botanical 

garden, part contemporary art installation, part futuristic spiritual retreat—and an 
altogether glorious setting for this season’s dramatic looks, modeled by Drake Burnette. 
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MIRROR, MIRROR 
In the hothouse climate 

of artist Cristina 
Iglesias’s Vegetation 

Room, ferns and flowers 
grow on fanciful gowns. 

Gucci lace gown. 
Opposite: Alexander 

McQueen ostrich 
feather–and–pearl 

dress and shoes. Beauty 
note: Pair smoky brown 

lids with brick red lips 
using Lancôme Color 

Design Sensational 
Effects Eye Shadow 

Smooth Hold in Vintage 
and L’Absolu Rouge 

Advanced Replenishing 
& Reshaping Lipcolor in 

Cherrywood Luxe. 107



RUST NEVER SLEEPS 
A column of champagne 

lace topped with a 
froth of shearling offers 

a delicate contrast 
to Cildo Meireles’s 

sculpture Immensa.  
Ralph Lauren Collection 

capelet and gown.  108



FRONDS WITH 
BENEFITS 

Dress up natural beauty 
with ruffles in lace and 

tulle. Proenza Schouler 
technical lace dress and 

belt. Opposite: Chloé 
silk top and tulle skirt.  



ON REFLECTION 
 The tropics can bring 

out romantic tendencies, 
as does this embroidered 
slip dress. Saint Laurent 

by Hedi Slimane silk 
dress and leather culotte. 
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HIGH BEAMS 
These looks are as 

sculptural as Chris 
Burden’s artwork 

Beam Drop. Dior 
handmade crochet 

top and skirt, Fendi 
pumps and Eres 

bra and underwear. 
Opposite: Donna 

Karan New York silk 
spiral dress.



SPLENDOR IN  
THE GRASS 
Even tartan can 
heat up when edged 
with peekaboo lace. 
Louis Vuitton lace 
and feather dress 
and Pierre Hardy 
pumps. Beauty note: 
Resurface skin for 
clarity and glow 
with Dr. Perricone 
Blue Plasma. 117
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BODY HEAT  
A dramatic coat or a 
gown embroidered in 
jet beads can make for 
heady nights. Emporio 
Armani faux fur coat. 
Opposite: Oscar de la 
Renta tulle gown.

 Model, Drake Burnette 
at DNA Model 
Management; hair, 
Shon; makeup, Sally 
Branka. For details 
see Sources, page 158.



The wealthy 63-year-old mining magnate has carved a sprawling empire of art in 
the lush Atlantic Forest in Brazil’s southeast, a two-hour drive southwest of the city 
of Belo Horizonte—which feels, quite literally, in the middle of nowhere. To make 
matters worse, on my recent visit, a tropical downpour has enveloped my remote 
rural pousada, or inn, turning the dirt roads of the surrounding countryside into 
oceans of red mud. Minas Gerais, a plateau isolated by a ring of mountains, has been 
Brazil’s mining heartland since the colonial age, and on the treacherous routes, 
trucks loaded down with iron ore careen around tight corners, threatening to over-
turn. The sense of being in an outtake of Jurassic Park only gets stronger in the 

area’s only township, Brumadinho, a raw provincial outpost whose bars catering to 
miners are encrusted in ferrous grime.

But as I finally approach the entrance to Senhor Paz’s gated oasis, Inhotim 
(pronounced In-yo-cheem), this rustic backwater is instantly transformed into an 
enclave of cosmopolitan taste. This 5,000-acre cultural Eden—created over the 
last decade with Paz’s profits from selling iron ore to China—has emerged as one 
of the world’s largest, strangest and most thrilling adventures in contemporary 
art. Although it is often referred to as an “outdoor museum,” the term is not even 
close to defining Inhotim’s ambitious repertoire. It’s also a botanical garden, spiri-
tual retreat, scientific research station, cultural center and a futuristic Brazilian 
answer to the bucolic artistic follies of 18th-century Europe.

As if at a Bond villain’s secret lair, armed guards wave me down a smooth curv-
ing driveway to an elegant open-air entrance vestibule, which overlooks a serene 
lake cruised by white swans. Inside, young Brazilian staff members in color-coded 
T-shirts bustle back and forth. (Red shirts are for gardeners, dark green for art han-
dlers, light green for “monitors of the environment,” gray for ticket staff.) To meet 
Paz, a trio of light-green shirts holding Inhotim umbrellas escort me along a sodden 
pathway crafted from local quartzite. Through gaps in the foliage—walls of flower-
ing bromeliads, rare species of fern and delicate orchids—I can glimpse snippets of 
mysterious artworks. There are monolithic solids in tutti-frutti colors, contorted 
bronze figures, a boat hanging upside down in the vines. The scale of Inhotim 
becomes bewildering. There are 21 art pavilions installed within the landscape, 
each one its own striking site-specific sculpture. The lush green backdrop provides 
the ideal contrast to man-made materials and forms—sensuous concrete curves, 
glass panels and rusted iron walls that loom over the forest like the prow of a ship. 
One artist, Doug Aitken, has sunk a hole 633 feet into the earth and placed micro-
phones at the base; the sound, conveyed into a circular sonic pavilion of frosted 
glass, resembles growling and groaning, as if the earth is alive. In another gallery, 
visitors must walk across a floor covered with broken glass. There are video instal-
lations, mirrors, strobe lights and acoustic effects. A pavilion devoted to works by 
Adriana Varejão, Paz’s fifth wife, is a monolithic block of concrete hovering over a 
reflective blue pool. A catwalk takes you inside, where sculptures of broken walls 
seem to ooze human entrails.

Some 110 grandiose works are on display, by artists from 30 nations, including 
Matthew Barney, Steve McQueen and Chris Burden; an additional 500 or so pieces 
form the rest of the ever-expanding permanent collection. And art aside, the infra-
structure certainly qualifies as Disney-scale. Drivers in electric golf carts are 
poised to shuttle visitors along the steeper orange brick roads. Color-coded recy-
cling bins sit at every turn. Five ornamental lakes are each tinted with a different 
natural pigment of algae to rich shades of turquoise and emerald. Giant benches are 
carved from fallen tree trunks. There are restaurants, cafes, coffee bars and a piz-
zeria at strategic points, Wi-Fi-enabled. All this, despite the obscure location, has 
helped propel the mining magnate Paz from obscurity to Art Review’s list of the 100 
most influential figures in the international art world today.

The man himself awaits me in what was his former farmhouse, now converted 
into an elegant restaurant. He’s seated at a far table on the patio, surrounded by 
a wall of greenery. Torrents of rainwater pour down the branches and spray gen-
tly off the giant leaves. Thunder rolls in the distance. It reminds me of how one 
Brazilian artist I’d met in Rio de Janeiro had described Paz: “Think of Marlon 
Brando in Apocalypse Now.”

Paz is in much better shape than the late Brando, at least. He’s tall and trim, 
wearing light cotton trousers suited to the heat, and a loose purple shirt. With a 
halo of shoulder-length silver hair and a full white beard, he seems to cultivate a 
messianic appearance. His weather-worn face is lined and bronzed from decades 
spent managing the mines that made his fortune, while his pale blue eyes burn 
like gas jets. A bodyguard hovers in the background, part of the site’s tight secu-
rity. But despite the dramatic build-up, Paz is disarmingly friendly, even a little 
shy. “The rain is beautiful,” he declares over the din of cascading water. “The gar-
den needs the water.”

Paz has brought a translator, although his English is reasonable, and he waves 
her away whenever he is excited. And he is excited about many things. For a start, 
he has just learned that the state government has approved a commercial airport 
to be built nearby, which, combined with improved highways, will cut travel time 
for visitors from Rio de Janeiro and São Paolo down to 45 minutes. Art lovers will 
also be able to stay in a luxury hotel now being built on the site, he explains, due to 
open in December; within five years, Paz expects 1,600 rooms in the Brumadinho 
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area to cater to visitors. His grand plan for Inhotim is transforming this neglected 
region of rural Brazil.

“I don’t want to use my money to buy things for myself,” he says. “The healthy 
part of any person’s life only lasts 50 years. Why die rich or give your money to your 
children, so they fight? I am building Inhotim for people who have never had access 
to art and culture. You have to open their minds. That’s the future.”  

“Inhotim is not just going to last for my lifetime,” Paz assures me. “It’s going to 
last forever, for 1,000 years!”

For the next 90 minutes, his conversation alternates between minute personal 
detail (his father used to sing the Brazilian national anthem to him at bedtime, and 
read him stories from Reader’s Digest) and oracular pronouncements about tech-
nology in our new “post-contemporary society,” where (one day) all citizens will 
abandon life in the cities and will communicate via the Internet. At times, he holds 
out his arms and orates like a rapturous preacher before a crowd, hitting each point 
emphatically. Inhotim received 293,000 visitors last year despite its isolation, he 
explains. This year the number will reach 400,000, and it will soon increase, he 
predicts, to a million a year. “There will be a new theater at Inhotim, a convention 
center, technology companies, research stations, greenhouses, scientists, teach-
ers, educators. Our curators come from Brazil, Germany, South Korea, the United 
States, Portugal. We have the best team in the world today!”

The translator and communications officers sit by with placid smiles. It’s hard to 
tell whether Paz is a new Maecenas or a latter-day Fitzcarraldo.

“I used to think he was crazy,” one of his employees later confesses. “But look at 
what he’s achieved at Inhotim.  Now I believe whatever he says!”

i
t sounds like the premise of a surrealist novel: a Brazilian mining mag-
nate sets up a vast garden of art in a remote forest in South America; its 
sheer strangeness is a public-relations dream. A visit to the Inhotim 
Institute, as it is now officially called, is not your typical cultural pilgrim-
age. Nowhere else is the interplay of art and nature so provocative—an 
experience that seems particularly appropriate in Brazil, which has often 

been regarded as the last paradise.
But if Inhotim feels like a return to a prelapsarian world, it can also be viewed as 

an icon of the new Brazil, whose decade-long economic boom has made it flush with 
wealth. Because of its isolation, Inhotim might sound like the art world equivalent 
of Brasilia, the artificial capital conjured in the ’60s, but its celebrity is surging. 
The other guests at my rural inn include a European film crew, from Arte TV. (The 
presenter is the French actress Amira Casar, a Cannes regular, whose presence 
causes quite a stir at the inn. The chef enthusiastically shows me sultry portraits 
and confides that he has downloaded one of Casar’s early films, which involved 
“un-simulated sex”—using, he regrets to learn, a body double.) Our conversation 
hinges less on the artworks than the character of Inhotim’s creator. Solitary and 
enigmatic, Paz is shrouded by legend. Locals love to trade stories of his vast wealth 
and caprices, how he never finished high school and the details of his six marriages 
and seven children, who range in age from 37 to a 1-year-old and are scattered from 
São Paolo to Hawaii. I was warned he can be moody and cantankerous or distracted 
and terse, chain-smoking Dunhills between abstruse pronouncements and walk-
ing out of interviews at a moment’s notice.

But he is also idolized by the populace around Brumadinho, who see him as a 
savior for creating so many jobs. (There are some 1,200 employees at Inhotim.) 
When I asked a woman if she had ever seen Paz in the village, she smiled beatifi-
cally: “He has created a paradise for himself. Why would God leave his heaven?” 
Even his staff seem in awe of his passionate devotion to his enclave. “Senhor Paz’s 
whole life is devoted to Inhotim,” says the former communication officer, Ronald 
Sclavi. “He drives around the gardens at eight every morning, calling me immedi-
ately if something isn’t perfect.”

And Paz has become a figure of fascination far beyond his home state. “In Brazil, 
Paz is a unique figure,” says Sclavi. “Our superrich spend their money on cars, trips 
and houses. They don’t understand why Bernardo is doing this.” “It’s a paradigm 
shift for Brazil,” agrees the Rio-based artist Tunga, who has worked with Paz for 15 
years. “It shows the elite that they can use their money so the whole population can 
participate. Living with art is a great pleasure, but if you can share it, even better.”

The story of how Paz, a high school dropout from a middle-class family in Belo 
Horizonte, became so wildly successful in two radically divergent fields—min-
ing and art collecting—should be a comfort to every parent of a wayward child. 
By his own account, his twin passions stem from his father, a stern and practical 

engineer, and his mother, a poet and artist. While he was a teenager, the contra-
diction seemed to paralyze him, he recalls now: “I simply couldn’t imagine what 
I would do with my life. I became very depressed about my future.” At age 13, he 
became a part-time gas station attendant, then left school altogether to work in 
a clothing boutique. (“I was a handsome guy, women came to the store just to see 
me. But I was not happy just being popular; I wanted to build something.”) He tried 
his hand as a stockbroker, before joining a failing iron ore mine in 1973—which, to 
everyone’s surprise but his own, he transformed into a viable business. Paz’s pro-
gressive management style was shocking in Brazil: He reduced the number of hours 
in the workday. He hired a doctor, a dentist, chefs and a nutritionist and even set up 
a social club with a swimming pool.

“When I bought the company, the workers were miserable,” he recalls. “I thought, 
I have to treat these people better.” (He may have been influenced by his parents’ 
leftist sympathies; one of his grandparents, a pro-Communist general, spent six 
years in prison under a dictatorship in the ’40s.) Productivity tripled. Meanwhile, 
Paz fed his poetic side by arriving at the mining site every morning at five to watch 
the sunrise. “I wanted to see the world begin, to see the horizon light up every day. 
It was very emotional.”

In the early ’80s, now the head of the successful Itaminas mining group, Paz 
became one of the first businessmen to travel to China, winning a contract to build 
steel plants. It was a time of economic turmoil in Brazil, with annual inflation soon 
hitting 1,000 percent (in 1990, it topped 30,000 percent), and his companies fell 
into debt. Then, as China’s need for raw materials exploded, Paz decided to close 
the plants and concentrate on providing iron ore, reaping enormous profits and 
becoming one of South America’s wealthiest men. (“Mining is easier. You just dig 
the ore up and put it on a train.”) But the years of working 18-hour days took its toll 
on his health. In 1995, he suffered a stroke in Paris. “I realized this was no kind of 
life,” he says. He decided to let others manage his companies and moved full-time to 
the small holiday farmhouse he had purchased a decade earlier, Inhotim. (The farm 
had been named by locals after a former owner, a British engineer known as Senhor 
Tim—Nhô Tim in Minas Gerais’s dialect.) By then, about 37 acres had been land-
scaped with the advice of Paz’s friend Roberto Burle Marx, Brazil’s most illustrious 
landscape designer, who had left his mark on Brasilia and the famous Copacabana 
boardwalk in Rio, with its swirling black-and-white tiles.

And Paz began collecting. “I loved art,” he says, “but it was an intuitive thing, 
not because I understood it.” Redirecting his tumultuous energy, he cultivated 
friendships with artists and curators to expand his knowledge. (“All my life, I have 
tried to spend time with people more intelligent than myself.”) The most influential 
was the artist Tunga. “In 1998, Bernardo invited me to Inhotim to see his collec-
tion,” Tunga recalls when I meet him in his sprawling studio in Rio de Janeiro. “I 
was surprised to find he owned mostly Brazilian Modernist art: classic, conserva-
tive pieces from the ’20s to ’50s. So I started talking to him about contemporary 
art, which address the concerns of his own generation. I could feel his enthusiasm 
growing and growing.”

With typical bravura, Paz decided to sell his whole art collection and start 
afresh. “I just got rid of it,” he recalls. “I sold it all off.” His first contemporary 
purchase was Tunga’s True Rouge, a baroque conglomerate of glass beakers, 
sticks and fishing nets, with a pavilion built to display it to best effect. Paz traveled 
to New York and Europe to visit contemporary galleries, and he bought more land 
around Inhotim to protect it from encroaching development. He began to imagine 
a vast garden of art.

Tunga recalls that he was skeptical of Paz’s grand plans, until Paz took him to 
visit one of his operational mines elsewhere in Minas Gerais. Gazing into the enor-
mous hole, Tunga saw how Paz reshaped the landscape like a deity. “Bernardo said 
to me: ‘You see that mountain there? It’s going to be gone tomorrow. You see that 
expanse of green? It wasn’t green five years ago.’ I thought, This is the sort of guy 
who can get this project done.” He adds: “Of course, I had no idea then of the dimen-
sions Inhotim would take.”

By 2002, Paz’s collection was spilling out of its home, and he realized the need 
for a more disciplined and coherent approach. He invited the New York–based 
art expert Allan Schwartzman, one of the first curators of the New Museum and 
advisor to some of the world’s top collectors, from Manhattan to his rural abode. 
Schwartzman remembers that he had barely arrived when Paz bombarded him 
with visionary ideas and requests for advice. “Bernardo was driving me around the 
farm, saying, ‘We need this here. We need this there.’ ” Schwartzman says. “I’d just 
gotten off the plane, I was tired, all I wanted was a bite to eat and to go to bed. But he p
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had such enthusiasm; I began to see the potential. It was an amazing opportunity 
to articulate something truly unique.”

Schwartzman advised Paz to commission site-specific pieces, and purchase 
works that suited the remote and verdant setting. “It made no sense to obtain art 
you could see in any other museum in the world,” Schwartzman says. “We had to 
do something that made it worthy of the journey.” There was no shortage of tak-
ers. “Of course, a lot of artists had fantasies of what they could do if they had the 
funds and space.”  

Very few world institutions can devote their resources to such vast permanent 
installations. “The biggest limitation to an art collection isn’t the price of the art, 
it’s the price of housing the art,” says Schwartzman. “Most museums are the most 
expensive buildings in the most expensive real estate in the most expensive cities 
in the world, designed by the most expensive architects. What we had in Brazil was 
a lot of land, and relatively low construction costs.” And the garden setting could 
not be further from the white cube aesthetic of most art institutions. “Museums 
are supposed to be ideal places for viewing art. But about an hour and a half into 
a visit, you get museum fatigue. They’re like sensory-deprivation tanks! Inhotim 
incorporates art into a nourishing environment.”

The long voyage to Inhotim adds a level of intensity. “At most museums, you’re 
in the middle of a big city, you step off the busy street and then you return to your 
normal life,” says Eungie Joo, who left the New Museum in New York to join the 
curatorial team here last year. “At Inhotim, you have to remove yourself from your 
routine, just by getting here. It’s a physical, cultural, artistic and maybe even emo-
tional experience.”

“It’s like listening to a symphony compared to a quartet,” agrees Tunga.
As word of this art-filled refuge filtered out of Brazil, museum insiders began to 

arrive from around the world for private appointments. “When I saw how people’s 
eyes shone at Inhotim, I knew I was on the right path,” Paz says. “I thought, This 
can’t be just for me and my friends.” He opened the site to the public in 2006 and 
has expanded his plans rapidly. Today, a five-person team of international curators 
works closely with Paz on acquiring new pieces. “It’s such a complex process,” says 
Joo. “There are meetings four or five times a year in Brazil, New York and Europe. 
We think about the pacing and timing of new exhibits, the balance between iso-
lated and more communal work.” Paz is by no means dictatorial, she says. “He’s a 
very adventurous thinker. Sometimes he’ll say he doesn’t like something, but he 
doesn’t veto our decisions.”

o
ver the next few days, as the tropical sun burst forth between 
the clouds, I immersed myself in the succulent world of Inhotim, 
exploring nature and art playing off one another to startling 
effect. On the trails between pavilions, visitors might hear wild-
life rustling in the bushes or exotic birdcalls that sound vaguely 
like pterodactyls. Butterflies flutter by. Then you might catch the 

distant strains of a Renaissance chorus or wistful bossa nova.
“We’ve lost the ability to be surprised by life,” says Paz. “We have to regain 

the sense of being a child again.” At Inhotim, the senses are constantly height-
ened. Doors open onto pitch-dark corridors, where you have to wait for your eyes 
to adjust to the sepulchral gloom. There are tables covered with dozens of wax 
candles molded into monuments like the Eiffel Tower, all slowly melting away. 
Floors of chain mail resemble the surface of the moon. One corridor leads to a sink 
that appears to flow with blood. Another leads to videos of ballet dancers. Audio 
experiments are everywhere. In one cavernous warehouse filled with speakers, 
the Canadian artists Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller recount nightmares 
in poetic phrases accompanied by the sounds of wind, waves and squawking 
birds, called The Murder of Crows. In another hall, each of 50 speakers projects 
the voice of a single child in a choir, to hypnotic effect. One artwork is also, practi-
cally, an outdoor swimming pool, complete with changing rooms and lifeguards. 
(On my visit, there were no Brazilian art lovers lounging in thongs, although it’s 
only a matter of time.)

The garden is central to the experience, and requires constant attention 
from an army of attendants. “Senhor Paz loves art, but he’s passionate about 
the garden,” says Inhotim’s chief agronomist, Juliano Borin. In 2011, Inhotim 
joined the Brazilian government’s official botanical garden association, and the 
staff has begun an inventory of its 4,500 plant species, including 1,300 types of 
palm alone. On a casual stroll, Borin points out extravagant flowers, Brazilian 
jequitibá trees, rippled “crocodile wood” and pink bananas, and pauses to  
pluck a tart pitanga berry. (“In a caipirinha, it’s very good.”) There are green-
houses for unusually rare plants such as the Sumatran titan arum, known as 
the “corpse flower” because of its gruesome odor. Much of the land beyond 
the  garden has been left wild. (So far, less than the 10 percent of the roughly 
5,000 acres has been landscaped for the art garden).   Located in the ecologi-
cally rich  transitional zone between the savannah and Atlantic coast, it has 
attracted scientists from around the world for its diversity, and a ring of 
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rugged surrounding hills adds a raw beauty to every view.
“The garden is an important step between the galleries,” says Borin. “It gives 

you time to reflect and refresh before the next experience.”
It’s not surprising that many of the artworks have an environmental theme. 

Vegetation Room, by Cristina Iglesias, is a cube of polished stainless steel 
reflecting the surrounding forest. Visitors slip into crevices where the walls are 
sculpted foliage, entering a labyrinth within the labyrinth; at the cube’s heart, 
torrents of water periodically rush. For an installation entitled Beam Drop, doz-
ens of iron girders were dropped by Chris Burden from 150-foot-high cranes into 
a pit of wet cement, creating a forest of rusting iron. The bluntest statement is by 
Matthew Barney, who offers a mud-encrusted tractor ripping up a white plastic 
tree. Education is part of Inhotim’s message. “Brazil has the highest biodiversity 
in the world, and people don’t realize it,” Borin laments.

And yet, from many of the hilltops within the site, visitors are startled to see 
distant hills carved open by mines. The patchwork of green forest and red dirt is 
a jarring reminder that the basis for much of Brazil’s current prosperity comes 
from exploiting its natural resources. “The environment has really been ham-
mered in Minas Gerais,” says Rio-based ecologist Tim Moulton. “From mining, 
farming, overgrazing and burning of the forests.” Just outside of Inhotim an iron 
ore mine is in full swing, and the sound of dynamiting is sometimes carried on 
the wind. Paz has turned down many offers for his land. “You go into the moun-
tains, and it’s like walking on pure iron,” marvels Borin.

First World visitors might assume that Inhotim reflects a twinge of guilt on 
the part of Paz, who, after all, made his fortune in mining. (“It appears he was 
carrying quite a burden,” one American artist remarks.) But few residents of 
Minas Gerais ponder any contradiction; mining has gone on for the last 300 years 
here and is simply a fact of life.   (The state’s very name means, roughly, “gen-
eral mines.”)  “There’s not too much suffering about it,” says Paz’s friend Tunga. 
“Inhotim is a positive response to the mining.”

“This all comes from something primal within Bernardo,” says Schwartzman. 
“First, he’s a dreamer. He likes to build things. And second, he really cares about 
people. By opening Inhotim to the public, and having such an active education 
program, he’s trying to do something positive in Brazil, which is a nation beset 
by inequality.”

Even those who refer to Inhotim as a fantastical vanity project admit that 
it is having a huge influence on Brumadinho and its surrounds, where some 
34,000 people are scattered in impoverished colonial-style villages. Inhotim’s 
Citizenship and Social Inclusion Program, despite the Big Brotherish name, has 
succeeded in involving local communities in educational visits to the site, oral his-
tory projects, training courses for artisans and music classes for school children. 
But the most revolutionary change has been the opportunity to work in a cultural 
sphere. “Once, the only dream of young men growing up in Brumadinho was to 
be a truck driver or miner,” says Sclavi. “Now they can work in art restoration or 
mounting exhibitions, or in the restaurant, or as a tour guide. It’s a major change 
of perspective on the world.” Inhotim is now the area’s second biggest employer, 
after the Vale mining company. “In my 15 years of going to Brumadinho, I have 
seen how life has changed completely for young people,” says Tunga. “Inhotim 
is a platform for them to go to other places.” Last year, Inhotim even sent nine 
teenage interns to participate in an education conference at the Tate Modern in 

London. “It was a very big deal,” says curator Joo. “Their parents and teachers 
had never traveled outside Brazil.”

I had a sense of this ripple effect when I followed a road through rolling 
farmland to the Afro-Brazilian village of Marinhos. The elderly community 
leader, Senhor Cambão, wearing a large wooden crucifix over his yellow polo 
shirt, explained that the villagers had received training from Inhotim on topics 
as diverse as organic farming and homeopathic medicine, as well as assistance in 
repairing houses that were on the verge of collapse. “For us, Inhotim is like the 
rain,” he said. “It brings new life to everything.”

In the church were gathered members of the local handicraft cooperative—10 
housewives who had banded together and, with assistance from Inhotim, were 
now selling their hand-woven dolls. But the most important thing was how 
Inhotim had transformed life for the village children, explained one of the 
women, Rosely Irouina. “Our young men used to all leave to find work. They would 
go to São Paolo or Belo Horizonte, and end up in bars and turn to crime.” We sat 
for a moment pondering this. “Bernardo Paz is like God,” she suddenly declared. 
“Because what he has done is eternal. He’s given our children a future.”

She burst into tears.   My translator burst into tears. Even Senhor Cambão 
started to well up. “He will be with us forever,” Senhora Irouina said.

T
his side of eternity, the goal is to make Inhotim financially self-
supporting and, in theory, independent of Paz. In 2008, Inhotim’s 
status was changed from a private museum to a public institute, 
with an annual budget and a board of directors. Technically, the 
artworks are now owned by Paz and loaned to Inhotim, although 
Paz still provides about $60 million a year in funds for operation, 

according to aides. “Inhotim is no longer owned by one person,” says Joo. “But 
one person contributes a lot to its operation.”   

Commissioning of new artworks will continue apace. “There’s plenty of land, 
and a lot of amazing artists who want to be involved,” says Schwartzman. 

And the future seems even more prodigious when chatting with Paz.  “People 
can see that Inhotim is beautiful, but they don’t realize it represents the begin-
ning of a new world,” he tells me at the end of our conversation, before launching 
into another rapid-fire explanation of the coming post-contemporary society. 
“Communication is the atom bomb of the future,” he asserts. “The 20th century 
moved at the speed of sound, now we’re moving at the speed of light. Why live in 
the big cities? Two hours to commute to work in a big building? Why? So you can 
come back home and fight with your wife and children? You can work at home! 
There will be no need for skyscrapers, or railways.”

The need to experience art directly is one thing that technology can’t change, 
Paz believes. “People will still have to travel to Inhotim, because it’s impossible 
to understand it on TV or a computer. It’s all to do with the senses and emotion. 
Nobody can live without emotion. Teach children to see beauty. Beauty is the first 
step. People need to organize their needs and desires, that will lead to the new 
world government.”

Our meeting is suddenly cut short. A team of businessmen is waiting for him. 
As he shakes my hand, before disappearing to another meeting, Paz confides that 
he doesn’t own a computer himself. “No email. No Facebook. But I still know what 
will happen! The process will take 100 years.” •
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POOLED RESOURCES
Architect Stuart Church preserved the riad’s symmetrical 

layout, adding an emerald green tiled pool and a 
traditionally tiled courtyard. The candelabra, copper tables 

and green vases are from local dealer Mustapha Blaoui. 

BY J.J. MARTIN   
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHIEU SALVAING

Of the four homes owned by 
Countess Marta Marzotto,  

her restored riad most perfectly 
reflects the thrilling exuberance  

of an international hostess  
known for doing nothing  

halfway. Welcome to la dolce  
vita, Moroccan-style.

MARRAKECH
TO THE MAX



Since her 
firSt viSit in 
the ’80S, 
Marzotto 
Slipped 
effortleSSly 
into 
Marrakech’S 
expat Scene—
which 
included 
everyone 
froM Marella 
agnelli to 
keith haring.

ULTIMATE FAN 
Marzotto, wearing a 

signature custom-made 
Roberto Cavalli caftan 

and necklace of her own 
design, in an archway 

decorated with tile work 
and elaborate carvings.

and most powerful textile dynasties, the countess has 
been a centrifugal social force on the European scene. 
At any one of her homes—in Marrakech, Rome, Milan 
or Cortina d’Ampezzo—she has held court for a pal-
ace’s worth of princes, princesses, dukes, barons and 
counts, not to mention Andy Warhol, Federico Fellini, 
Kevin Costner and Sean Connery.

Although some of her peers in conservative Italian 
society bristle at her maximalist style, it is welcomed 
in Marrakech, where she and her house incarnates the 
spirit of this often exuberant, colorful city.

“This is my world,” she says earlier that day, ges-
turing to the arched courtyard of her riad, dubbed 
Rose du Desert, where a magnificent breakfast is 
spread on an antique Italian lace tablecloth. Before 
her shines a pool lined in emerald-green tiles—the 
vital center of the five-bedroom home she purchased 
12 years ago after decades of visiting Marrakech and 
the desert that surrounds it. The riad, her only home 
outside of Italian borders, is an oasis brimming with 
antique furniture, Bedouin carpets and tiled in a kalei-
doscope of traditional Moroccan patterns. Once inside 
the bougainvillea-covered front door, it is impossible 
to conceive of the chaos of noise and dust that swirls 

E
VEN IN THE SWELTERING 110-degree 
Moroccan summer, the Italian count-
ess Marta Marzotto has not lost an inch 
of her hauteur. When the spry 82-year-
old arrives at Marrakech’s trendy Nikki 
Beach pool club in the midst of a late 

June scorcher that has wilted even the local citizens, 
she is still able to command attention in her custom-
made orange, yellow and black silk caftan and gold-leaf 
Giuseppe Zanotti sandals. Four attendants in aviator 
sunglasses snap into action; ice buckets are sent for, 
fruit is whipped into frosted cocktails, and platters 
of sushi are presented with deference. A fully stocked 
table is how Marzotto prefers to host her guests, 
whether she’s commanding the social scene from her 
perch at home or entertaining friends out on the town.  

“If you love minimalism, she’s not your woman,” 
says her youngest son, Matteo Marzotto, the former 
chairman of fashion brands Valentino and Vionnet.

Nothing—not today’s heat, not the weight of her 
massive jewels and certainly not her age—can dampen 
Marzotto’s enthusiasm for over-the-top entertaining 
or fashion. Since the early 1950s, when she married 
Umberto Marzotto, an heir to one of Italy’s wealthiest 

just outside, in the city’s Bab Doukkala neighborhood.   
“The house is my small jewel,” Marzotto says 

matter-of-factly, fanning herself with a pink floral 
ventaglio. To be honest, none of Marzotto’s jewels 
are small, but she wears them lightly. Her finger per-
manently hosts a 22-carat diamond ring, which she 
shrugs off as “poor quality,” that is surrounded by a 
removable black plexiglass frame she designed her-
self. Her adornments are either richly authentic—such 
as a bib of pink and blue sapphires—or fabulously fake, 
like a huge studded skull strung on two strands of 
gumball-size crystals that resemble carnival candy.

“She really puts her personality into her décor,” 
says Matteo. “She fell in love with Moroccan and 
Arabic taste when she bought this house.” 

The restoration of the crumbling riad to its 
intended glory took years of work, befitting its loca-
tion within the ancient medina—the historic, walled 
center of the city. Marzotto recruited American-born, 
Moroccan-based architect Stuart Church (whose cli-
ents also include Kuwaiti royalty, as well as Pierre 
Bergé and the late Yves Saint Laurent) to breathe life 
back into the rose-walled compound. In addition to the 
carpet-lined entrance hall (which lies open to the blue 
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WELCOME MATS  
A drawing room  
off the pool features 
a lattice-work 
mirrored ceiling 
and wall. Left: The 
entryway is lined 
with Bedouin rugs.  



skies), the plush, striped velvet banquettes, jade silk 
couch beds and ceilings inlaid with mirrored mosa-
ics, Church designed the intricate patterns for the 
traditional Moroccan tile work—called zellige—that 
explodes over nearly every floor and wall in the house. 

“They took big bricks of colored stone and broke 

them up,” Marzotto remembers of the master crafts-
men from Fez, who painstakingly hand-chiseled 
each tile into a rainbow of hexagons, stars, diamonds 
and petals. “It took a year to do.” Sunlight pierces 
the rooms through carved screen doors, called 
mashrabiya, illuminating floral designs painted by 
local artisans on wooden panels and coffered ceilings. 
Two massive Moorish-style limestone tubs, one in 
vibrant red and the other in sage green, were created 
with traditional tadelakt—a glazed and polished plas-
ter. The many hand-knotted Bedouin carpets came 
from the king of Morocco’s own source for the royal 
palace. Recalls Marzotto of the tribal dealers, “They 
came in from the desert and left 150 carpets from the 
1930s in the doorway.” 

The riad’s classic configuration was maintained, 
with rooms unfolding symmetrically around a central 
courtyard and accessed through open-air salons. To 
furnish the interiors, Marzotto scoured local antique 
dealers such as Mustapha Blaoui and Galerie de 
Velasco for candelabras, gold mirrors and mother-of-
pearl bureaus. 

In one room hangs a copper chandelier studded 
with multicolored glass that looks like it came directly 

MaSter craftSMen  
froM fez 
painStakingly 
hand-chiSeled 
each tile into  
a rainbow  
of hexagonS, 
StarS, diaMondS 
and petalS.  
“it took a year,” 
SayS Marzotto. 

from Aladdin’s cave. Through an intricately detailed 
arch that echoes a traditional Islamic mihrab, two 
bronze camels stand guard, while a tranquil blue sit-
ting room features a painted enamel mirror depicting 
flowers and foliage. Each of the four guest bedrooms 
is individually decorated, one with a metallic jacquard 
thrown over a silver-inlaid wooden bed, another with 
a cracked mirrored ceiling trimmed in gold, and all 
with linens imported from Italy. Marzotto herself 
sleeps in a small but quaint ground-floor room. 

In the winter months, guests take refuge from the 
chilly evenings by the fireplaces in the turquoise or 
rose side salons, but the courtyard comes alive on sul-
try spring nights. There, her eight brass candelabras, 
each over five feet tall, illuminate the fountain, the 
massive green ceramic vases and the low copper tables. 

Since her first visit in the ’80s, Marzotto slipped 
effortlessly into the folds of Marrakech’s expat 
scene—which included everyone from Italian social-
ite Marella Agnelli to the late artist Keith Haring—as 
well as local society such as the late King Hassan, who 
hosted her at his palace. (At one royal dinner during an 
early visit, her butterfly-embroidered Roberto Cavalli 
caftan was so admired by the king’s sister-in-law that 

BEHIND THE 
CANDELABRA   

A furnished open-air 
gallery off the pool 

features traditionally 
carved door panels,  

a painted ceiling  
and a massive  

copper chandelier. 
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WATER COLOR  
A second drawing  
room is conceived in 
blue tones, with  
a painted enamel  
mirror and a fireplace 
for chilly winter nights. 



IN LIVING COLOR 
Clockwise from top right: 
An elaborate copper and 
colored glass chandelier; 
the traditional Moroccan 

limestone tubs of the 
riad are hand-polished 

with an olive oil soap; a 
dressing room features  

a mother-of-pearl  
bureau and matching 
mirror; a silver inlaid 

wood headboard—a local 
tradition—dominates  

the Beatrice guest suite.

Marzotto, who was wearing a slip dress underneath, 
promptly removed it and gave it to her. The royal fam-
ily returned the favor by sending her a locally made 
caftan adorned in gold and silver.)

After decades of such exploits, and closetfuls of 
custom-made caftans, she has become a featured 
celebrity on the walls of the city’s iconic boutique 
La Maison du Kaftan Marocain. “Going through the 
medina with her is tough,” says Cavalli’s wife, Eva. 
“Everyone knows who she is, so every 10 meters, 
someone stops and asks for a photo.” 

Such a glamorous existence could not be further 
from her childhood in Mortara, a small town in Italy’s 
Lombardy region. “We couldn’t even afford socks,” 
she says. “My toes look like this [gnarled] because 
my mother stuffed my feet into shoes even when they 
didn’t fit.” Daughter of a train station attendant, the 
future countess, at 15 years old, began working for a 
tailor in nearby Pavia and soon became a model, which 
proved to be her ticket out of town. In 1952, while in 
Venice modeling swimsuits for Cole of California, she 
met Umberto. The two fell in love, married two years 
later and moved into the family’s ancestral 15th-cen-
tury palazzo in Veneto.

But after nearly 15 years, during which time she had 
two sons and three daughters, the countess decamped 
to Rome and took a lover, the Italian artist Renato 
Guttuso. Although her husband had already done the 
same, it was audacious: “In 1972, adultery was a crime 
punishable by two years in prison,” she explains. “My 
husband could have pressed charges against me.” But 
they agreed not to break up the family and remained 
amicably married until 1992. 

“In Italy, there’s a proverb that says: ‘Behind a great 
man there’s always a great woman,’ ” Marzotto says, 
rolling her eyes. “But I’ve always been side by side 
with my men, never behind and very often even in 
front. Why? Because I decide what I do.” She contin-
ued to scandalize Rome’s Catholic families by publicly 
continuing her relationship with Guttuso, and later 
took up with politician Lucio Magri. She also turned 
Rome’s ossified social structure upside down by open-
ing her doors to guests from across the social strata.

“Marta Marzotto is the woman who changed Italy’s 
social customs,” explains Italian social fixture and 
author Cesare Cunaccia. “Before her, aristocratic soci-
ety was closed. She brought people together that had 
never been in the same room before.” 

“Everyone wanted to go to Marta’s,” says Marchesa 
Marta Brivio Sforza, who met the countess in Rome 
in the late ’70s. “There were painters, artists, writ-
ers, politicians, princes, high, low, rich and poor. She 
was the queen of Rome.” The guest list included Irwin 
Shaw, Gay Talese, Gianni Agnelli, Giorgio de Chirico, 
Bernardo Bertolucci, Monica Vitti—even the Nobel 
Prize–winning poet Salvatore Quasimodo, whom 
Marzotto once whisked off to a Roman discotheque. 

During those years, Marzotto transported her 
salon around Europe: In the winter, she hit the slopes 
of Cortina and, in the summer, held court in Sardinia’s 
Porto Rotondo (in a home which she has since sold).  

In 1991, in a move akin to Gloria Vanderbilt design-
ing denim, she began creating clothing for Standa, a 
now-defunct Italian supermarket chain—a five-year 
project that yielded high-fashion looks at high-street 
prices. Throughout the ’90s, Marzotto produced her 

own watch line, which sold in Italy and Japan. She also 
designs bold costume jewelry under her own name, 
produced by the upscale Milanese jeweler Carlo Zini. 

The proceeds from her jewelry line go in part to 
fund the Italian Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation, 
a charity she founded with her son Matteo and the 
rest of the Marzotto clan after her daughter Annelisa 
died in 1989, at age 32, from the disease. “I’ve seen her 
come roaring back to life from situations that would 
have killed a horse,” observes Matteo. “She has great 
enthusiasm and hunger for life.” 

Vionnet owner and oil magnate Goga Ashkenazi, 

who socializes with her frequently in Italy, agrees. At 
Venice’s annual Carnival this winter, “Marta was up 
with us until 5 a.m. dancing,” Ashkenazi says. “My 
biggest wish in life is to be like her when I grow up.”

Today, Marzotto’s peripatetic social schedule 
remains as packed as ever. The day before, she was 
at a ball in Rome, and in two days’ time she’ll head to 
Spoleto and then Capri. But she’s never gone long from 
Marrakech: “I’m like a tornado spinning around the 
world,” she says, laughing in her infectious manner. 
“So it’s nice to come here for some peace and to realize 
that nothing changes.” •
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wiLD wOman Left: in grand style with son Matteo in Rome 
and, above, posing for a portrait.

FamiLY mattERS Marzotto with her 
five children, above, and with husband 
umberto Marzotto, above right. Below: 
in the studio in 1980 with artist Renato 
Guttuso, with whom she had an affair.

mODEL FigURE 
Marzotto, left, at home 
on Rome’s piazza di 
Spagna; and walking the 
runway at age 15, above.
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Every two years, Venice plays host to its legendary Biennale—on view  
from June through November—transforming the city into a grand exhibition of 

contemporary artwork from around the globe. Spectators descend by  
gondola and vaporetto to wander the palazzi and pavilions—and to witness art  

stars being born. Here, key players from the 55th rendition of the Biennale.

photography By daniel jackson

Portraits  
of The Artists 

and Curators 
and Gallerists  

and Collectors
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MASSIMILIANO 
GIONI, director of 
the Art Biennale and 
curator of the 55th 
International Art 
Exhibition, “The 
Encyclopedic Palace.”  133
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Tony oursler, New York–based artist, wearing a camouflage suit used in his video piece strawberry ecstasy green, at the Espace Louis Vuitton Venezia.  
Opposite: Jean PiGozzi, collector. “What I like most about the Biennale is that there’s some horrible things and some great things. You have incredible surprises.” 
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Hans-ulricH obrisT, curator and codirector of  
the Serpentine Gallery, in London. “I always get  

lost here, but for me, the idea of getting lost is an important  
part of the experience and discovering new things.”  

anri sala, Berlin-based artist. He exhibited a site-
specific sound and video installation, Ravel Ravel Unravel,  

at the French Pavilion.

ryan TrecarTin, Los Angeles–based artist.  
His latest as-yet-untitled video work, a 3,000-square-foot 

installation, was chosen by Cindy Sherman for a section  
of “The Encyclopedic Palace.” 

JereMy Deller, London-based artist, British Pavilion. 
“I like absentmindedly wandering around old churches 

in Venice, and I hope people wander around my pavilion 
absentmindedly too.” 

laurie siMMons, New York–based artist, whose piece 
Actual Photos is included in “The Encyclopedic Palace.”  

“I’ve lost track of how many times I’ve been to Venice, and  
I’ll use any excuse to go.”

“I see VenIce 
not as a 

hIstorIcal 
relIc but 

almost as a 
model of how 

cItIes could 
be In the 

future. You 
haVe to walk 
eVerYwhere, 

You know?  
You see 

people all  
the tIme.  

You moVe.”   
—rem koolhaas
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REM KOOLHAAS, 
Rotterdam-based 

architect and 
collaborator on the 

exhibition “When 
Attitudes Become 
Form: Bern 1969/

Venice 2013,” 
on view at the 

Fondazione Prada. 
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Marc Quinn, London-based artist, whose solo show is at the Cini Foundation. “My work is about elemental things, so I love the fact that Venice is on water. It’s a good background  
to the way I think.” Opposite: Maurizio caTTelan, New York–based artist. “Venice is the place of my emancipation: At 17, I left my family and got my first job here, repairing TV sets.”
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Mera anD DonalD rubell, founders of  
the Rubell Family Collection and Contemporary Arts 

Foundation, in Miami. 

Tobias Meyer, auctioneer, left, and  
MarK FleTcHer, art advisor and curator, both based in 

New York. “Over the years, the Biennale has become  
a different animal,” says Meyer. “When we started, there 

were no yachts outside the Giardini. But the amazing thing  
is that Venice can absorb it all.” 

“VenIce Is so 
IncredIble 

because the 
contemporarY 

art Interacts 
wIth the 

hIstorIcal 
context, whIch 

makes the 
tensIon so 

dYnamIc. there’s 
a magIc here: 
last nIght we 

were reallY  
jet-lagged and 

then musIc  
went on,  

and we danced  
for hours.” 

 —mera rubell

Manuela anD iwan wirTH, Zurich-based gallerists. 
“Venice is the most spectacular, surreal, romantic  

city in the world. It’s all about the art of desire,” says Iwan. 
“You’re in a particular state of mind when you are here.”

Monica anD DaviD zwirner, New York–based 
accessories designer and gallerist. “They should charge to 

get in because Venice is like a museum,” says David.  
“I always end my trip going to the Accademia and looking  

at The Tempest.” 

eli broaD, founder of The Broad Foundations, in  
Los Angeles. “The amount of space available at  

Venice to show art is unlike any place in the world.”
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THoMas DeManD, 
artist and collaborator 

on the exhibition at 
the Fondazione Prada, 

in Milan. “We’re not 
here for the water, 
the beaches or the 

vegetation. It’s  
all about art, and it’s 

been about art for the 
last 500 years. So in  

the end, everybody  
who comes here  

feels that art has a  
consequence—it might 

even build a city.”
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lawrence weiner, New York–based artist. “There’s a total dialogue of exhibiting in Venice. It places the work out there,  
and a lot of people who have no idea what they’re looking at get to engage with it. I like when it’s done without any explanations. People are not stupid.”
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GINEVRA ELKANN, 
collector and president 
of the Pinacoteca  
Giovanni e Marella 
Agnelli, in Turin, 
Italy. “Venice is a 
complicated city, so  
it’s quite democratic.  
It brings everyone  
to the same level.  
You never know what’s  
going to happen here.”

 Grooming throughout,  
Christiaan. Special 
thanks to Francesca 
Bortolotto Possati.
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WARM RECEPTION  
In luxe fabrics from silk to 
double-faced cashmere,  
these coats are building 

blocks for a perfect winter 
wardrobe. From far left: Max 

Mara Atelier coat and top and 
Wolford turtleneck. Hermès 
coat, jacket, shirt and skirt. 
Calvin Klein Collection coat, 
top and skirt. Chloé coat and  
dress. Salvatore Ferragamo 
coat and dress. Chanel coat 

and Wolford turtleneck.  
Boots, Gianvito Rossi for 

Altuzarra (worn throughout).
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NAVAL ACADEMY
If you buy one thing this season, make sure it’s a navy coat. 

photography by bEN WELLEr   styLiNg by Zara ZaChrissoN
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BLUE NOTES
From an oversize chalk-stripe 

jacket to a peacoat, there’s 
a shape for any style. From 

far left: Giorgio Armani coat. 
Stella McCartney coat, top 
and skirt. Burberry London 
coat and dress. Christopher 

Kane coat. Reed Krakoff 
coat, T-shirt and skirt. 

Jil Sander coat, top and bag.

Models, Marine Deleeuw and 
Manuela Frey at The Society 
Management; hair, Tamara 

McNaughton; makeup, 
Benjamin Puckey; manicure, 

Roseann Singleton. For 
details see Sources, page 158. 
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LA VIE EN ROSE
Marant in her  
office in Paris’s 1st 
arrondissement.
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B
ohemian.” The word comes up when 
discussing the French designer Isabel 
Marant. She grudgingly accepts the 
inescapable. “I hate to be put in a box,” 
she says. “It’s difficult to accept, but it’s 
not a bad tag. I’m bohemian in spirit.” 

Although it accurately describes Marant’s icono-
clastic, freewheeling approach to life, as well as 
many of her enormously popular creations, from lace 
minidresses to fringe boots, it minimizes the scope 
of Marant’s designs and her puritanical work ethic. 
Her attitude toward the business of fashion, how- 
ever, is distinctly laissez-faire. 

“I never dreamed of being a big designer,” 
Marant, 46, says. “I don’t care about being known 
all over the world.” 

Despite her ambivalence, she has become a run-
away fashion success story, born on the back of her 
trademark look, which can be described as equal 
parts rock ’n’ roll, California surfer girl and insouci-
ant Parisienne. Her line caters to those who aspire 
to passions beyond clothes but have the means to 
buy—and buy a lot. Since the inception of her name-
sake label in 1994, sales have increased at a steady 30 
percent each year—even during the economic down-
turn—allowing her to prosper as an independent label 

in an era of behemoths like LVMH, Prada Group and 
Kering. There are 13 of her sparely designed Isabel 
Marant boutiques in countries from South Korea to 
Lebanon, and both of her lines (there is also a diffu-
sion label, Isabel Marant Étoile) are carried in 800 
retailers worldwide. This November, she will join the 
ranks of Stella McCartney, Versace, Lanvin and Karl 
Lagerfeld as the next designer to collaborate with 
global mass retailer H&M, where she will also debut  
a men’s collection. 

It’s a long way from her first fashion show in a Paris 
squat nearly two decades ago, when her designs were 
sought out by her friends: fashion editors, stylists and 

BY william van meter
PHOtOGraPHY BY anGelO Pennetta

The French fashion designer’s brand of effortless chic is practically a  
uniform for off-duty models and movie stars in the know. Now, she’s taking  

her vision to the masses in a collaboration with H&M.

The Cult of 
 Isabel Marant
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Caribbean stepmom, whose family she frequently 
visited in Martinique. “They became my family,” says 
Marant, who learned to speak Creole. “They lived in a 
very simple way in little wooden houses, and I fell in 
love with this way of life. They grew their own veg-
etables and had no electricity. I was always amazed 
that you don’t need a lot to be happy. I am very ‘less is 
more’ in my spirit.” (She has since replicated that way 
of life with a weekend cabin near Paris that doesn’t 
have electricity or running water.) 

As a teen, Marant made her first strides in fashion 
by reworking vintage army jackets and her father’s 
silk bathrobes for herself. She’d leave the house 
dressed demurely, “but I had a plastic bag of stuff and 
I would go to the next building and change,” she says. 
After high school, she attended the Studio Berçot 
fashion school in Paris. She started an accessories 
line in 1989, followed by launching a self-financed 
womenswear line in a tiny studio in 1994, when she 
was just 26 years old. 

Several years later, she fell in love with accessories 
designer Jérôme Dreyfuss, who now has stores next to 
hers in Paris’s 6th arrondissement and in New York’s 
Soho. She says the two regard work as a separate 
endeavor, and don’t swap ideas. “It’s very restful,” she 
says. “My previous boyfriends all said, ‘You spend all 
the time at the office and don’t love me.’ I never have to 

justify myself to Jérôme, and we never talk about fash-
ion. We don’t need to have that conversation.” 

Marant is quite content to have those conver- 
sations with herself.  In recent years, she has mined 
Americana for her collections—surf, cowgirl, Elvis, 
Navajo theme, with studs and grommets galore—but 
her fall/winter 2013 collection was a staid departure. 
What came down the runway was a back-to-basics 
collection of solid navy, black, cream and gray, albeit 
with other instant hits: from a perfectly mannish coat 
to a black suede and leather knee boot. Marant says 
she was partially inspired by the increasingly morose 
24-hour news cycle of war and disaster. “I had a kind 
of sadness,” she says. “I was a bit gray in my head. 
What surrounded me were difficult times, all the 
troubles of the world. I wanted to do something that 
was clean and clear.”

Tomorrow, she is off to her cabin in the woods of 
Fontainebleau, 35 miles southeast of Paris, where 
she heads every weekend to shake off the toils of 
the week. Next door is her mother, with whom her  
stepmother sometime stays. The Marant-Dreyfusses 
often entertain: “I have 20 friends coming Sunday 
for a barbecue,” she says. “I love cooking—all of my 
moms and my father taught me. We love life: good 
food, good drink, good pleasure, good laughs. We 
are epicureans.” And while others might see the 

lack of electricity and water as an inconvenience, for 
Marant, it’s the reverse: “If you have a nice house out-
side of Paris,” she explains, “you have to fix the heater 
or the roof is broken. I don’t need that. On weekends 
I want to empty my head and be surrounded by green 
nature and breathe. I need balance.” 

She is still seeking to find that balance in her busi-
ness—although it’s a struggle that would seem like a 
luxury to many of her rivals. “I don’t want to be on every 
corner. If I open everywhere, then it becomes common. I 
don’t want to overflow the world with Isabel Marant.” •

“IT’S RARE ThAT 
SOMEThINg I REAlly 

lOvE dOESN’T  
SEll. IT hONESTly 

AlMOST NEvER 
hAppENS. I cAN 

fEEl IT whEN I dO 
SOMEThINg RIghT.”   

–ISAbEl MARANT

SHRINK TO FIT 
Marant’s coveted 
looks include fringed 
boots, embroidered 
jeans, skinny scarves,  
luxe gray sweatshirts, 
tailored jackets and 
oversize coats. 
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the models who walked her runway. Their nonchalant 
combinations of Marant’s casually sexy jeans and 
T-shirts with a cropped jacket perfectly slung over 
their shoulders introduced a new fashion vernacular 
and quickly garnered attention from street-style pho-
tographers and beyond. Initially, however, Marant 
remained largely an insiders-only secret. “I remember 
when Sofia Coppola and Gwyneth Paltrow came to my 
shop in Paris and brought stuff back to the States,” she 
says. “It didn’t exist anywhere.” 

Today, 90 percent of the company’s sales are out-
side of France, and 25 percent in the United States. 
“We have some customers who call every week asking 
about new deliveries,” says Jennifer Sunwoo, an exec-
utive vice president at Barney’s. “They pore through 
the lookbook each season to reserve items long before 
the styles hit the floor.”

Marant declines to acknowledge these measures 
as the standard of success. “I once said that I’m anti-
consumerist, and that goes against the work I do,” she 
says. “It caused a scandal: ‘Who is she to think that? 
She is going against her clientele.’ But I do fashion 
because I’m happy when somebody gets joy from a 
new garment. There is a magic side to this.”

O
N A GRAY PARIS DAY in late June, Marant 
is sitting at a gleaming white table in 
the spacious two-story atrium of her 
headquarters just off the Place des 
Victoires. Errant sunbeams pierce the 
clouds and illuminate the vast con-

crete-floored space. In front of her is a vase of white 
peonies and jasmine. She wears a loose sweatshirt 
with “Mister Freedom” written on it, the frayed collar 
stretched out and exposing the straps of her black tank. 
Her look is rounded out with gray corduroys, a studded 
black leather belt and ballet flats.  

“I always wear my own clothes,” she says. “My 
sweatshirt I got in L.A., but the rest is Isabel Marant, 
like 99 percent of my wardrobe.” She laughs and adds, 
“I get a good discount. She’s very nice to me.” In fact, 
Marant always begins her design process with herself 
and her own desires. “I don’t dress up every day. I wear 
a sweatshirt and a trouser, like most people. From this 

starting point, [I ask myself], How do I make this sil-
houette fashionable and stylish?” 

“It’s about the women surrounding me,” she con-
tinues. “I look at how women in the street wear things. 
I’ve never been inspired by a muse—that’s a fantasy.”

It’s no surprise that Marant doesn’t bother doing 
eveningwear: In punk parlance, she is more Patti 
Smith than Deborah Harry. Her greatest hit, a clever 
high-top suede sneaker called the Bobby that camou-
flages an interior wedge heel (which sells for about 
$650 and is often marked up to around $850 on eBay), 
is perhaps the best distillation of her dressed-up 
version of dressed-down cool. With the Bobby (soon 
followed by the Bekket, a pumped-up variation with 
Velcro straps), Marant created a new staple of the 
women’s contemporary wardrobe—and today, seem-
ingly every brand that produces footwear makes a 
version. When asked about knockoffs, from which she 
often suffers, Marant exhales and says in a measured 
tone: “You are super pissed-off, but if you are not cop-
ied, it means you are not ‘the one.’ What I don’t like 
is that it spreads your style everywhere. Something 
you are doing gets old in a minute. It takes such time 
to achieve something well and find the right way of 
doing things. But what can you do?” 

Following her instincts has generally served 
Marant well. “Usually my favorite is what is going 
to sell,” she says. “It’s rare that something I really 
love doesn’t sell. It honestly almost never happens. 
With the sneakers, I knew it was something. I said, 
‘That’s going to be a hit.’ I can feel it when I do some-
thing right, and I can feel it when I do something only 
so-so.” She continues, “During my entire career I’ve 
done maybe five pieces like this. It’s rare—when it 
happens your heart is beating.” (The other items she 
counts in this stratosphere are perennials like the 
Dicker suede ankle boots, as well as her washed linen 
T-shirts, embroidered jeans and a men’s overcoat 
that has appeared in many iterations.) 

She begins rolling a cigarette. Her process is ardu-
ous. “This takes time,” she says. “Instead of smoking 
a pack a day, I smoke four cigarettes. I spend less and 
smoke less.” She doesn’t buy loose tobacco, instead 
buying a pack of Bastos cigarettes. She shreds one 

and empties the tobacco into a candy tin. She then 
pulls out the rolling papers. “I quit smoking for a 
year, and I gained 10 kilos [22 pounds],” she says. 
“It’s not me. I was not feeling myself anymore. It was 
breaking my brain.” 

In person, Marant is a strikingly natural beauty. 
She wears no makeup and her hair, a multitude of 
varying shades of gray and amber, is pulled back 
in a messy bun. “I think sometimes I should dye it,” 
she says. “And then I say, ‘No, Isabel. That’s how it is. 
Don’t worry. That’s life.’ ” When she smiles (which 
is often), her entire face creases and the ends of her 
large, toothy mouth almost touch her eyes. She is 
gracefully slim, and her uniform of menswear staples 
only serves to heighten her femininity. 

Her low-key look seems to be part of her emphatic 
refusal to partake in the pantomime of the fashion 
swirl. “I’m not this goddess of fashion—I’m low pro-
file. I look like a delivery guy,” she says. “I drive my 
scooter and always have my helmet on. When people 
meet me, they think this cannot be her, because I look 
like a bum.” 

Her eclectic design ethos had its beginnings in
Marant’s own family. Her father, a photographer, 
had already been divorced once before marrying her 
mother, a German model. (His first marriage 
didn’t last long, but produced a half-brother). 
After Marant’s mother, her father’s next wife was a 
Caribbean émigrée. 

“Everybody is linked,” Marant says of her large 
family. “I never understood those people who loved 
each other for 10 years, and all of a sudden they don’t. 
That wasn’t the spirit of my family. We do Christmas 
with the three wives of my father, even after he died. 
They are all my mothers.”

Their differing personal styles amalgamated into 
Marant’s own vision. “My mother is quite German,” 
she says, “Very bio-ecologique—very respectful to 
nature. My Caribbean mother is an amazing, beauti-
ful black woman and was dressed head-to-toe in Yves 
Saint Laurent in the ’80s. I think I got the attitude and 
elegance from her, this kind of French chic.”

Marant was raised in the upscale Paris suburb 
of Neuilly-sur-Seine and lived with her father and 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

MARANT’S MAJOR MOMENTS
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easy being gReen 
One of the earliest animal pieces that Webb designed, the Twin Frog Bracelet,  

which comes in a variety of colored enamels, captures the designer’s love of frogs—his 
apartment was decorated with frog cachepots and Chinese artifacts featuring frog 

iconography, which he believed brought him good luck. It has been made as a bracelet 
with only one frog and also as a watch, with its face hidden beneath a flippable head. 

Photography by Ilan Rubin

“The list of women who own his diamond  
and enamel-encrusted animals reads like  

a who’s who,” wrote the newspaper columnist 
Eugenia Sheppard in 1964 of the late jewelry 

designer David Webb. “The Duchess of 
Windsor, Mrs. Charles Wrightsman and Mrs. 

Harcourt Amory wear his green enamel frogs.” 
Nearly five decades later, Webb’s Twin Frog 

Bracelet—two amphibians giving a diamond-
encrusted ruby a kiss—is still, for Webb’s 

namesake jewelry house, a top seller, retailing 
at $69,000. While the mid-century designer 

is best known for his exuberant animal pieces, 
his range of aesthetic reference encompassed 

everything from the Mughals to Fabergé.  
To document the breadth of his creative 

output, Assouline will publish David Webb: 
The Quintessential American Jeweler this  
fall, which will include more than 40,000 

sketches and production records. Webb died 
suddenly in 1975 at the age of 50, but  

his design sensibility is as beloved as ever. 

DAVID WEBB
collect it
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FASHION’S MANE MAN

BY Harriet Quick  pHotograpHY BY faBien Baron

For three decades, stylist Guido Palau has sculpted hair into otherworldly creations, all the  
while making fashion history. From the supermodels in the “Freedom! ’90” video to today’s braids, 

buns and wild wigs, his scissor-hands have created many of the industry’s iconic looks. 

ON THE CUTTING EDGE  Palau and, opposite, a Greek mythology–inspired look he created. “It is neoclassical versus avatar,” he says. 
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something from the past—referenc-
ing Greek mythology—and something 
from the future.”

P
alau never grew up 
dreaming of being a 
hairdresser, ending up 
in the profession com-
pletely by accident. The 
son of a hotel manager  

and real estate entrepreneur father 
(Spanish by origin) and stay-at-home 
mother, he grew up in the sleepy sea-
side town of Bournemouth, Dorset, 
with his three brothers. He dropped 
out of school at 16 to bum around 
Europe, earning his way by waiting 
tables and working in bars. When he 
returned to England, he discovered a 
few of his mates had begun working as 
hairdressers, prompting him to make 
the move to London and land himself 
a trainee position at the Vidal Sassoon 
salon on South Molton Street. 

But the strictures of salon life were 
not for him, and he was fired after 18 
months, being told, “We don’t think 
this is your career.” “I never could 
imagine myself behind a chair doing 
10 appointments a day,” says Palau. 
He assisted a friend on a fashion shoot 
and was hooked, scrapping for any job 
he could get: women’s weekly magazines, makeovers, 
even working for mail-order catalogues. Despite the 
limited platform, his later style was already emerging 
as Palau began seeking ideas beyond beauty’s conven-
tional references in the era’s exuberant street style. 
“In 1984 and ’85, the street was like a catwalk. I was 
informed by that,” explains Palau of the inspiration 
that has since fascinated him. 

His first big break came in 1990, when he landed 
a dream job styling a roster of supermodels includ-
ing Linda Evangelista, Naomi Campbell and Cindy 
Crawford for George Michael’s “Freedom! ’90” music 
video. “George Michael had seen a beauty story of 
mine in British Vogue that he really liked and sent it to 
the director, David Fincher,” recalls Palau. “And I was 
booked.” The video ended up on seemingly permanent 
rotation on MTV and ushered Palau directly into fash-
ion’s inner circle. 

Although the glossy vision of sexy supermodels 
with perfectly coiffed locks put him 
on the map, it was grunge—with its 
insistence on extreme naturalism—
that serves as his legacy. Gone was any 
effort to look salon-perfect: Models 
like Kate Moss, Emma Balfour and 
Rosemary Ferguson were styled in a 
mix of vintage and new clothes and 
shot in suburban environments by kin-
dred spirits Sims and the late Corinne 
Day. “The thing was to not ‘do’ the girls’ 
hair, and instead make it look greasy 
or accentuate their not-so-beautiful 
parts,” remembers Palau. “It was such 
a reaction to the supermodel era. 

A
t the end of the day, I am a hair-
dresser,” protests Guido Palau, as 
he sinks into a faded floral sofa at 
London’s Charlotte Street Hotel. 
Wearing a love-worn blue shirt, sand-
colored jeans and desert boots, and 

with a very full head of dark hair himself (he is a fan 
of the hair nutrient Viviscal), he seems much younger 
than his 50 years. And there’s no sign that the hotel 
bar’s regulars have any clue they are near one of fash-
ion’s elite tastemakers, who’s behind many of the 
industry’s most memorable images. His vision will 
influence the way women will want to appear. 

“In fashion, you want to be on the cusp,” says Palau, 
whose career spans three decades working with pho-
tographers Steven Meisel and David Sims, makeup 
artists Pat McGrath and Diane Kendal and designers 
like Sarah Burton and Marc Jacobs. “When I work 
with designers and photographers, I can express what 
is about to happen.” His imaginative prophecies can 
be seen all over the fashion world: This fall season, he 
racked up 32 major womenswear shows: proposing 
sleek modernist ponytails at Alexander Wang; wet, 
deeply side-parted and sexily tousled looks at Prada; 
and choppy, just-out-of-bed starlet wigs for Louis 
Vuitton. And when he’s not backstage, he’s ricochet-
ing around the globe creating game-changing looks 
for magazine shoots and ad campaigns for clients 
including American and Italian Vogue, Dior, Lanvin 
and Valentino. He can be credited for such styles as 
the return of the once-maligned ponytail and for 
the recent obsession with girlish braids and chicly 
undone buns. For men, rockabilly quiffs and foppish 
Eton schoolboy hairdos have all had their moment in 
Palau’s lexicon. Meanwhile, his tips and techniques 
are filtered through to armies of salon hairdressers 
who wield the styling products Palau helps create in 
his role as creative consultant for Redken, the profes-
sional hair-care line. 

Imbuing hair with gesture, mood and personality is 
what Palau excels at, say his fans inside the industry. His 
imagination is one that fuses and sculpts all manner of 
references, from Japanese manga to neoclassical art, 
into an ever-changing vision of contemporary beauty. 
“What Guido brings is more about art direction than 
just hair,” says Katie Grand, the editor-in-chief of the 
cult fashion publication Love and the show stylist for 
Marc Jacobs and Louis Vuitton. “He likes to under-
stand who the character is. He views the whole image, 
and then he works out the proportion: Should the hair 
be small, big or should they wear a hat? Would a curl be 
right or wrong—or so wrong it’s right?” 

That “wrongness” is of key importance to Palau, 
who particularly enjoys pushing his audience to 
question the accepted norms of attractiveness. “My 
inspirations are classical, but it’s how you twist 
them,” he explains. “I might create a chignon, but 
rather than one that’s dry and perfect, I will make it 
stringy and wet—it’s a classic shape but not how the 
eye is used to seeing it. That’s how hair can be mod-
ern now. Every era has been plundered, and every 
youth trend has been explored, so subtlety and clas-
sicism is what I try to achieve.”

Of the sculptural “Adonis” curls he created for 
WSJ. Magazine, Palau explains: “It is neoclassical 
versus avatar. It is something from my imagination; 
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SUPER MAN above: 
Palau’s big break was 
styling the supermodels, 
including linda 
evangelista, for George 
michael’s “freedom! 
’90” video. more 
recently, he designed 
custom headpieces 
for both this year’s 
“Punk: from chaos to 
couture,” far left, as well 
as the 2011 alexander 
mcQueen retrospective 
at the metropolitan 
museum of art’s 
costume Institute. 

BIG IDEAS Palau created modern chignons for a spring/
summer 2009 Prada campaign, top, and pumped-up 
classic waves for lanvin’s fall/winter 2001 ads, both  
shot by steven meisel.
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Grunge made the fashion industry look 
at the way people were really wearing 
their clothes, hair and makeup. What 
had been right suddenly looked wrong. 
Now that level of naturalism is consid-
ered perfectly acceptable—it’s the face 
of modern beauty. Women do not have 
to look as if they’ve spent hours doing 
their hair and makeup, but 20 years 
ago that was so new.” 

American designer Calvin Klein 
sat up and took notice of the British 
youthquake. Soon, Palau found him-
self in New York, working on Klein’s 
runway shows as well as his ad cam-
paigns along with Sims, under the art 
direction of Fabien Baron. The image 
of Moss taking her turn on the Calvin 
Klein catwalk for the spring/summer 
1993 collection with her twisted, wet, 
beachy locks, slip dress and flat san-
dals was a seminal image that would 
shift the course of fashion—and 
Palau’s career—forever. “For Calvin 
Klein to endorse me was huge: He was 
one of the most powerful designers 
in the U.S., and the brand image was 
watched by everyone,” he remembers. 

“From that moment, the door opened; it was key to 
the start of my success in America.”

Klein’s stamp of approval attracted more 
high-profile work, notably with designer Helmut 
Lang, Harper’s Bazaar’s editor-in-chief Liz 
Tilberis and photographer Richard Avedon, with 
whom he worked on the fall 1996 Versace cam-
paign, starring Moss in the house’s sexy dresses 
juxtaposed with dramatically permed hair and 
little makeup. “I learned so much from working 
with Avedon,” says Palau, who was then in his 
early thirties. “He would ask me to his apartment 
to watch films so that when you got to the studio 
you could interpret that influence.” 

Today, Palau devours books and 
films as part of his research process 
and lives a quiet life in New York’s 
Chelsea neighborhood, where he 
moved full time a few years ago. 
He takes pottery classes (“It’s a lot 
harder than you think”); gardens on 
his roof terrace; and does transcen-
dental meditation twice a day as a 
way of coping with the stresses of  
3 a.m. call times, hectic show sea-
sons and constant trips around the 
globe. He regularly visits London, 
where he remains fond of the city’s 
“cheese toastiness,” as he calls it. 
“There is a lot of craziness, creativ-
ity and laughter, so I come home at 
the end of the day feeling satisfied in 
so many ways,” says Palau. 

There has also been loss: A source 
of great inspiration was the late 
Alexander McQueen, with whom 
Palau shared a 13-year collaboration 
until his suicide in 2010. “Working 

with McQueen was often the most challenging,” he 
remembers. “I miss him as a friend, and I miss his 
brave vision about beauty. He pushed me in ways I 
would never think to go. I feel so lucky to have worked 
with him and to have been part of his world.” For his 
first show for McQueen, in fall/winter 1998 (the so-
called Joan of Arc collection), the models wore nude 
skullcaps through which slender braids emerged and 
looped around their faces. The ensuing years saw all 
manner of creations: from tundra-punk topknots to 
classic Hitchcock blondes. Palau continues to collabo-
rate with the house’s current designer, Sarah Burton, 
for whom his first show, in 2011, featured woven check-
erboard hairpieces inspired by straw corn dolls; the 
latest being tight pin curls under Elizabethan lattice-
work lace and pearl masks. 

“I think it’s amazing that Guido is able to immerse 
so deeply into the world of the designer,” says Burton. 
“He completes and complements the vision and is 
incredibly inspiring to work with. It’s more than just 
hair: The masks, the futuristic visors from autumn/
winter ’12 and the beekeeper’s honeycomb veiled hats 
from spring/summer ’13 were all extraordinary and 
innovative ideas that were developed with Guido.” 

With such complex creations, he has arguably 
blurred the lines between hairstyling and a kind of 
wearable sculpture. In 2011, he was tapped to create 
the headpieces for the mannequins in the McQueen 
retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
Costume Institute. “When Palau suggested [we use] 
masks for that show, it was a real departure for us—but 
the masks actually humanized and unified the exhib-
its,” says curator Andrew Bolton. Since then, Palau has 
created masks decorated with surrealist motifs like 
lobsters, bananas and lipsticks for 2012’s “Schiaparelli 
and Prada: Impossible Conversations,” as well as spiky 
wigs in hot-pink, green and black for this year’s “Punk: 
Chaos to Couture” exhibition. “What’s extraordinary 
is that Guido thinks so conceptually, he’s rigorous in 
research and wants to know about the mannequins, 
the rooms, the context, so everything works in propor-
tion,” adds Bolton. “He has a strong sense of history, 
but there’s a true modernity in his work—he antici-
pates and creates a new language.”

Despite such accolades, Palau remains deter-
minedly humble about his work. “There is a 
disposability about what I do—it’s not like an artist,” 
he says, shaking his head and grinning. “My work is 
always one water spray away from being trashed.” •
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“every era has 
been plundered, 
and every youth 

trend has been 
explored, so 

subtlety and 
classicism is what 

i try to achieve.”  
—guido palau

WELL COIFFED 
Palau’s memorable 
catwalk styles run 
the gamut from the 
perfectly natural to 
the wildly extreme.  
clockwise from 
top left: calvin 
klein (spring 1993), 
alexander mcQueen 
(spring 2003), Prada 
(fall 2012), louis 
vuitton (fall 2013) and 
valentino (spring 2012).

WIGGING OUT  Palau has long collaborated with 
photographer david sims, creating images with kate moss 
(from his book, Heads), top, and for Vogue, above.
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WEAR IT WELL  
Fall’s fashion needs include 
a decadent couture creation, 
a utilitarian navy coat and 
bracelet bling. Clockwise 
from top: Ralph Lauren 
dress and capelet. Chloé coat 
and dress, left, Salvatore 
Ferragamo coat and dress, 
Gianvito Rossi for Altuzarra 
boots, $3,090, Saks Fifth 
Avenue (boots on both 
looks). Balenciaga bracelet.
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“Pink Peonies are my favorite flowers; they remind 
me of my mother’s garden in Napa, where I grew up. 
She received the vase on her 40th birthday, a gift 
from some of the crew on Apocalypse Now; she gave 
it to me on my 40th birthday. The yellow Pelican 
camera case was a gift from the camera crew on my 
film Somewhere—I’d been introduced to them by the 
late cinematographer Harris Savides—and later they 
worked on The Bling Ring. It reminds me of Harris 
and my camera team. The photo cube was a gift from 

photographer Andrew Durham—it’s got pictures of 
my daughter from a trip to Morocco and Portugal 
when she was a toddler. The Contax T3 is my favorite 
camera; I use it all the time to take snaps on-set. The 
sparkling wine, called Sofia, is from my father’s win-
ery. When I was a kid he told me he would produce a 
vintage for me when I turned 21. The Louis Vuitton 
cherries were part of a display at the Vuitton store 
in Los Angeles; when they were taking the display 
down I asked if I could have them. The photograph 

of Charlotte Rampling was a present from the pho-
tographer Helmut Newton, whom I love. I’d written a 
piece about the image for Vogue, and he sent it to me 
after he read it. The framed artwork at right (with the 
words “Cold Beer Beautiful Girls”) is by Ed Ruscha; 
I’d borrowed it to use on the set of Somewhere and 
ended up buying it. I’ve loved Steiff bears since I was 
a child. My husband gave me this one years ago. Now 
it’s in my kids’ room. I love that I have an excuse to 
buy more of them.” •

photography by Martyn thoMpson

still life

sofia coppola
The celebrated screenwriter and director shares a few of her favorite things.
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